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INSIDE:
A year-end list of
important news events
in Murray and Calloway County is featured
in today's issue. Page

10

SPORTS:
The Murray State Racers, def6nding OVC
champs, make their
lone national television
appearance of the regular season tonight
when they face the
Arkansas State Indians.

Page 8

TUESDAY
December 31
WORLD
SEOUL, South Korea — Rivals
South and North Korea today
initialed a six-point pact armed
at making their heavily armed
peninsula free of nuclear weapons. Page 3

SPORTS
A list of college football bowl
games being played today and
New Year's Day is listed in
today's issue. Page 9

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy. Lows 30
to 35. New Year's Day, increasing clouds with a 40 percent
chance of afternoon showers.
Highs 45 to 50.

POLLEN/MOLD
1-800-756-4AIR
Allergy-Asthma Clinic
of West Kentucky

Calloway will
support Green
By MARK

COOPER
Murray Ledger & Times Asst. Editor

Calloway County will support
Jeff Green in tonight's Democratic
candidate selection to fill the
remainder of Sen. Greg Higdon's
First District Senatorial term,
according to party officials.
Calloway Democratic executive
committee members voted Sunday
to back Green during the selection
process in Mayfield after no Calloway candidate expressed "any real
interest" in running for the seat,
according to Calloway County
Democratic Committee Chairman
Dan Miller.
"It really worried us a lot that
Calloway County would not be represented," Miller said. "We looked
for people and solicited names but
no one wants the job."
Former WSJP radio station owner Sammy Parker, who now teaches
at Murray State University, was the
only countian to express interest in
running but finally declined, Miller

(EDITORS NOTE — This is the
third installment of a five-part
series examining issues confronting the 1992 General Assembly.)
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. — It is a virtual certainty that some reform of
campaign finance and election laws
will be passed by the 1992 General
Assembly.
The question is, how far will
lawmakers go?
"I think we ought to do a big
effort ... and go for it," said Senate
Majority Leader Joe Wright, DHarned. "In this case, if we can
bring the same sort of effort to it as
we did, say, in judicial reform.
"It seems that there's a lot more
public interest in this, given the
high cost of campaigns, the num-

Happy New Year's. baby

said.
The county will instead back
Green, a Mayfield attorney, who is
expected to win handily.
"We thought that if the election
were held today, Green would
win," Miller said.
Trigg County representatives
have already unanimously agreed
to support Green and at least 11 of
the 15 Graves County Democratic
executive committee members have
reportedly sided for Green, Miller
said, enough votes to give him the
chance to run in January.
Green is a candidate along with
former state representative Lloyd
Clapp of Wingo for the remainder
of Higdon's term which expires in
January 1992.
Today was the last day to register for the selection process. The
winner tonight will vie against the
Republican candidate, if any, for
the senate seat at a special election
set for January 30.
447
,
(Cont'd on page 3)

bers of elections we have," Wright
said.
But public sentiment does not
necessarily translate into legislative
votes.
For example, it is a given that
the current $4,000 limitation on
individual contributions to campaigns will be reduced.
Gov. Brereton Jones has suggested that a $100 restriction would
empower a whole class of voters
who now feel ignored by the political system. Others say that is too
low.
"I think that $500 is the realistic
figure," said Wright.
Such discussions will take place
on a variety of specific topics relating to campaign finance and election reform, such as merger or elimination of some constitutional

His eyes gleaming with anticipation, 5Y2 -month old Evan Mason symbolizes the traditional hopes of health
and happiness in the coming year. Evan is the son of Junior and Jennifer Mason of Dexter.
Staff photo by Michael Banks

(Cont'd on page 3)

Jo Benson resigns as CIV president
By MARK COOPER

KENTUCKY LAKE
354.4, -0.1; below 307.2, -0.7
BARKLEY LAKE
354.2, -0.1; below 316.3, -0.5
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Jo Benson, who has championed
the cause of the Community
Improvement Volunteers for the
past two years, has resigned as
president.
Benson said she will give up the
post in order to have "more time to
spend with my family and other

obligations."
Benson will stay involved with
the CIV through its city park committee which is organizing landscape improvements.
"The CIV has helped clubs and
organizations to make many
improvements in Murray," Benson
said in a prepared statement.
"Many unattractive areas have been
improved and many trees planted."

Benson helped organize landscaping for the new Desert Storm
Memorial in the city park in April
as well as new landscaping at the
Confederate Memorial and
Vietnam Veterans Memorial at the
Calloway County Courthouse lawn.
The CIV under Benson has also
taken a leadership role in the Living Memorial Tree Fund started by
two years ago.

"I would like to thank the community for the outstanding support
shown to me and to the CIV," Benson said. "I would also like to
thank the CIV members for their
loyalty and support. It has been a
real pleasure working with them."
The organization, founded by
A.W. Simmons in the 1970s, has
approximately 45 volunteer
members.
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Midweek holidays put workplaces
JO BENSON
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By ROB WELLS
Associated Press Business Writer

NEW YORK — The phone rings less, there's a seat on the
bus and the elevators aren't as jammed.
During the waning weeks of the year, the American workplace enters a period of hibernation, with many offices paring
back to skeleton staffing. But this year's ghost office is even
emptier because Christmas and New Year's fall smack in the
the last two workweeks.
middle
"Half the people I usually speak to aren't even there,"
Raymond Dalio, a government bond analyst and president of
the Connecticut-based Bridgewater Associates Inc., said
Monday.
Many workers have taken one or both weeks off. Because
of the recssion, some had no choice. Computer companies
Intel Corp., Hewlett-Packard Co. and IBM forced some
employees to take vacations during Christmas week.
S. Rayburn Watkins, president of the National LaborManagement Foundation in Louisville, Ky., said curtailing
production around the lazy holidays "makes plain vanilla

or

sense.
For banks, insurance companies and a wide range of other
businesses, workers generally spend the last few weeks of the
year culling files, doing paperwork and tidying desks.
"nearly there's a lot of that gointion," said John Stefans,
spokesman for Manufacturers HanoSer Trust Corp. The bank
had more than its usual number of executives on hand this
week because Manufacturers' merger with Chemical Banking
Corp. becomes effective at the close of business today.
Because so many people are taking off, some job experts
say productivity during this year's holiday season will suffer
even more than usual.
"It's very difficult to rev yourself up when everyone else is
on holiday," said Renee H. Frengut, a Clinical psychologist in
Bronxville, N.Y.
Frengut, who herself was on vacation in Florida, said in a
telephone interview that only a handful of the most motivated
workers can overcome the leisurely pace and maintain their
productivity.
Yet some management consultawitrgue this isn't the season to goof off. The quieter days offer workers a wide range

of opportunities, including long-range planning for the new
year.
"It's a period for shifting gears, for catching up on training, catching up on records or just catching up, said Samuel
Ehrenhalt, regional commissioner for the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics in New York.
Ehrenhalt said there are no statistics on the number of
workers who slip out the door during the year-end holidays.
But the anecdotal evidence is plentiful: empty desks abound
and the morning commute isn't as heavy. Ehrenhalt and
Goldstein, for example, discussed year-end labor trends from
their homes.
Accountants find the last two weeks of the year to be busier
than even the period before the April 15 tax filing deadline,
said Kenneth Goldstein, labor economist for the Conference
Board, a business research group. Corporations and individuals make last-minute adjustments in their investments to
minimize their tax liability before the new year.
Stores and restaurants generally enjoy heavy business
because of holiday crowds, and clothing companies are busy
shipping out spring fashions.
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Analysts bracing for more bad news
However, that optimism has been
buried under a flood of bad statistics in recent months.
Analysts were braced for more
bad news today when the government releases its November report
on the Index of Leading Economic
Indicators. In advance of the
report, many analysts were looking
for a big drop, reflecting sagging
consumer confidence and rising
numbers of Americans filing
claims for unemployment benefits
last month.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
U.S. economy is ending 1991 on
anything but a strong note, but the
Bush administration hopes things
will start improving by the spring
of 1992.
If a sustained rebound does
occur in the spring, it would be
exactly one year later than the
administration originally forecast.
This time a year ago, the key
words from the administration were
that the recession would be "short
and shallow."

The Conference Board, a New
York-based business research
group, said Monday that Americans
remained deeply apprehensive
about their economic future in
December, when its consumer confidence index declined slightly.
Sales of existing homes in
November, however, offered a hint
that confidence may be ready to
rebound. The National Association
of Realtors said Monday that sales
rose 5.4 percent, the second consecutive monthly increase and the

biggest since May.
The leading index is the government's main gauge of future activity. Michael Evans, head of a
Washington consulting firm, said it
may have fallen as much as 0.6
percent in November, which would
mark its biggest decline since last
January.
The index posted a tiny 0.1 percent gain in October after having
fallen by 0.1 percent in September.
Evans said he believed the weakness is correctly showing an eco-

nomy that has lapsed back into
recession. He said he wasn't sure
that the Federal Reserve's recent
discount rate cut to a 27-year-low
of 3.5 percent would be enough to
turn things around.
"If the Fed had done more to
end the recession earlier, before
consumer and business confidence
collapsed, it might have helped,"
he said.
The Bush administration is taking a less pessimistic view.
While publicly declaring that
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"from any practical standpoint, the
recession does continue," the
administration's in-house economic
forecast still shows positive growth
in the current October-December
quarter, although at a very slim
annual rate of 0.5 percent.
Michael Boskin, the president's
chief economic adviser, has said
recently that he expects the economy to remain weak in the
upcoming January-March quarter
before starting to build momentum.
The administration will not
unveil its official economic forecast until its new budget is released
on Feb. 3. However, President
Bush is expected to concentrate
heavily on the country's economic
problems in his State of the Union
message on Jan. 28.
The administration is still sifting
through a variety of economic
growth proposals, including tax
cuts, to determine what to include
in the president's congressional
address.
The Bush speech will come one
day before the government gives a
strong reading on whether the
country did or did not slip back
into recession in the OctoberDecember quarter.
On Jan. 29, the Commerce
Department will, release its first
look at total growth, as measured
by the gross domestic product, for
the fourth quarter.
If the number turns out to be
negative, as many analysts believe,
it would indicate that the economy
turned down again after staging
positive GDP growth, although at
very slow rates, in the April-June
and July-September quarters.
If the number turns out to be
positive, as the administration
hopes, the president may be
tempted to include at least a hint of
that good news in his nationally
televised address as a way of bolstering confidence.
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News of the World

State releases audit of Calloway Fiscal Court
FRANKFORT, Ky. — State
Auditor Bob Babbage has released
the audit of the Calloway County
Fiscal Court for the fiscal year
which ended June 30, 1991.
The report shows that the county
received $941,861 from local taxes
for the fiscal year. The clerk
returned $159,625 of excess fees to
the court in 1990 and the sheriff
returned $35,444.
The county received $204,000 of
federal funds administered by the
state treasurer for a Community
Development Block Grant and

$1,800 for a Disaster and Emergency Assistance Grant, according to
the Babbage report.
State funds paid to the county
during the fiscal year totaled
$1,056,768. The largest portion of
the state funds was $621,795 for
the county road program. The
county invested funds to earn
$73,212 of interest, the report
shows.
In a letter accompanying the
report Babbage commended the fiscal court for its accounting procedures and compliance policies and

urged that similar efforts be made
in the future.
"The loss of Federal Revenue
Sharing programs has forced many
units of local government to look
for alternate ways to meet their
budgets and to continue to provide
established services," Babbage
said.
Investing all possible funds into
interest earning accounts is one
option many counties are using to
enhance their revenues, he noted.
"The public demands accountability from their elected officials

and for the use of their tax dollars.
One of the major assignments of
the Auditor's office is to review
the use of public funds and do all
we can to ensure that Kentucky
taxpayers' dollars are used wisely
and honestly," Babbage said.
Noting that many county governments in the state use the state
auditor's report as a planning and
budgeting guide. Babbage said that
up-to-date information is essential.
"Our office is at current status
with all county audits for the first
time in years," Babbage said.

Howfar will lawmakers go...
(Cont'd from page 1)
offices, combining elections, creating runoff elections and succession,
But the central point around
which all debate over campaign
reform revolves is public financing:
should Kentucky taxpayers provide
some sort of stipend for political
candidates? It's a topic that's likely
to be the most contentious.
Federal courts have generally
held that spending one's own
money on a political campaign is a
fotm of free speech. Thus, a
wealthy individual can virtually
bankroll a campaign with his own
money and not be subject to contribution limits. Wallace Wilkinson,

Brereton Jones and Lt. Gov. Paul ing scheme.
Patton all financed their initial
Jones has endorsed the idea, but
statewide campaigns that way.
'legislative support is questionable.
And it is the financing activities
"I think it's going to be very
of those three, especially Wilkin- difficult to get anything significant
son and Jones, that ha, created passed," said Sen. Art Schmidt, Dsome of the public sentient for Cold Spring, Republican caucus
reform.
chairman.
The only currently feasible way
Schmidt said he believes there is
to place a limit on spending is to broad opposition in the House to
get candidates to agree to a volun- public financing.
tary limit. And to do that, the car"I think it will be a hard one to
rot of public financing is needed, pass in the House, much more than
supporters say.
the Senate," Schmidt said.
Sen. Mike Moloney, D "There is a great reluctance on
Lexington, and Rep. Martin Shee- the part of the electorate to pay tax
han, D-Covington, already have money to politicians to seek
filed bills creating a public financ- office," said Rep. John Harper, R-

Shepherdsville, the GOP nominee
for governor in 1987.
Other bills have been filed to
merge all but the constitutional
offices of governor, lieutenant governor, attorney general and auditor.
Jones favors merging the lieutenant
governor, treasurer and secretary of
state.
Many proposals include a provision to move all elections in the
state to even-numbered years Succession for constitutional officers
also is a likely topic.
Voters will have the final say on
proposals involving statewide
officers because they will probably
involve constitutional amendments.

Calloway will support Green...
(Cont'd from page 1)
'Green will also run against Cuba
resident and former educator Joe
McPherson and Fancy Farm resident Larry Wilson for a full-term in
the seat in the May Democratic
primary. That election will include
the district's six counties plus a
portion of Christian County due to
redistricting.
Representatives of each of the
15-member Democratic executive
committees from each county in
the First District — Calloway,
Graves, Trigg, Fulton, Carlisle and

Graves County, with approximately 18,000 votes, will carry the
most weight of any county during
the election and because of that,
will host the selection process at 7
p.m. in the Mayfield City Hall.
The amount of weight each committee holds at tonight's meeting is
determined by the number of
Democrats in each county who voted in the last presidential election.
In 1988, Calloway saw 15,908
vote; Graves County, 17,634; Trigg
County 5,937; Fulton County,
4,759; Carlisle County, 3,648; and

Hickman — will be present at the
selection process.
Each member on each county's
executive committee represents an
equal portion of that county's
Democratic vote. A representative
on Calloway's committee, for
example, represents approximately
1,060 of the Calloway's 16,000
votes. Each representative will
choose which candidate to support
although most counties are
expected to be unanimous in their
support.

PAGE 3

Hickman, 3,510.
The candidate collecting the
most votes will represent the
Democratic Party in the special
election for the seat to be held in
January. Republicans in the First
District have not announced
whether they will field a candidate
in the election.
Higdon gave up his seat to be
appointed by Gov. Brereton Jones
to serve as Deputy Secretary of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection.

KOREAN RIVALS AGREE ON NUKES
SEOUL, South Korea — Rivals South and North Korea today initialed a sixpoint pact aimed at making their heavily armed peninsula free of nuclear
weapons. The dramatic agreement came during nearly eight hours of working talks at the border village of Panmunjom. A formal agreement will be
signed later. The agreement binds Communist North Korea to publicly abandon its suspected programs to manufacture nuclear weapons

THE RIVERS ARE RISING
MISSOURI CITY, Texas — The Trinity and Brazos rivers flooded homes to
either side of Houston today, their rising waters carrying snakes and fire
ants. Forecasters warned that caskets might start popping out of the
ground. The two rain-swollen rivers had flooded almost 80 homes by Monday, and residents of more than 180 other homes braced for a dismal New
Year as the murky water climbed to some of the highest levels in two
decades. The high water was caused by days of heavy rain that began 200
miles to the north the week before Christmas. Flood waters have swamped
farmland, drowned livestock and caused millions in damage.- They have also
been blamed for at least 15 deaths across the state, all in the first week.

COMMONWEALTH COMPROMISES
MWSK, Belarus — The new Commonwealth of Independent States has
passed a major test of durability by reaching compromise on military i*stles,
but it now faces tough hurdles over resuscitating the states economies. The
11 former Soviet republics in the commonwealth on Monday established a
permanent joint command over 27,000 former Soviet nuclear warheads, but
they failed to preserve unified control over all conventional forces.

MOTHER TERESA IN SERIOUS CONDITION
LA JOLLA, Calif. — Mother Teresa was reported in serious condition today
after suffering an episode of congestive heart failure and undergoing a procedure to unclog her coronary arteries. The 81-iear-old Roman Catholic
nun, who won the Nobel Peace Prize for her work with the poor of Calcutta,
India, was admitted to -Scripps Clinic and Research Foundation with pneumonia on Thursday. "She is seriously ill, but she is making steady progress," Dr. Paul Teirstein said. He said she was "chipper ' Monday and
looked well, and could be released from the hospital in about a week.
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Audit fieldwork completed November 26, 1991
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The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court
and is published pursuant to KRS 43.090(2).
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial statements and
additional information, are available upon request by contacting the State Auditor of
Public Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex, Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.
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Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the statement of assets, liabilities, and fund balances
arising from cash transactions of Calloway County, Kentucky, as of June 30,
1991, and the related statement of cash receipts, cash disbursements, and
changes in cash balances for the year then ended. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Calloway County Fiscal Court. Our
responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial statements
based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards, the Single Audit Act of 1984, the provisions of OMB
Circular A-128, Audits of State and Local Governments, and the Audit Guide
,-Thi-TUaitor of Public AccountiTrommonwealth
for Fiscal Court Audits-Tssued b;
BTKITITUE47--ne3i-ifindards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free
of material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements.
An audit also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
Calloway County, Kentucky, prepares its financial statements on
a prescribed basis of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the cash
basis and laws of Kentucky, which is a comprehensive basis of accounting
other than generally accepted accounting principles. Consequently, certain
revenues and the related assets are recognized when received rather than
when earned, and certain expenses are recognized when paid rather than when
a liability is incurred. This cash basis system does not require the maintenance of a general fixed asset group or general long-term debt group of
accounts. Accordingly, the accompanying financial statements are not
intended to present financial position and results of operations in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements present fairly,
in all material respects, the assets, liabilities, and fund balances arising
from cash transactions of Calloway County, Kentucky, as of June 30, 1991,
and the related statement of cash receipts, cash disbursements, and changes
in cash balances for the year then ended, in conformity with the cash
accounting basis described above.
Our audit was made for the purpose of forming an opinion on the financial
statements of Calloway County, Kentucky, taken as a whole. The accompanying
additional information, provided on Schedules A through E, including the
schedule of federal financial assistance is presented for purposes of
additional analysis and is not a required part of the financial statements.
This information has been subjected to tests and other audit procedures
applied in the audit of the financial statements and, in our opinion, is
fairly presented in all material respects in relation to the financial
statements taken as a whole.
As required by the Single Audit Act of 1984, we have reported on the
county's financial statements, its internal control structure, and the county's
compliance with laws and regulations.
As in prior years, we found the county's accounting procedures and
compliance policies in good order. We wish to commend the county for its
effort and urge that similar efforts be made in the future.
Sincerely,
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'Court's decision ... is unbelievable'
Dear Editor:
The jury and court's decision against Robert Harrell is unbelievable and
says nothing good for the concept of fair justice in our local courts. All I
know about this is what I've read in the papers and it strikes me as a case
that didn't deserve an indictment in the first place.
I think it has a very bad odor!
G.H. Brown
1633 Farmer Ave., Murray

Opposes election reform bill
.1,

Dear Editor:
Kentuckians beware! Your rights to elect public officials are in serious
jeopardy.
BR 345 (Election Law Reform), as proposed by Sen. Mike Maloney,
will deny your privilege to elect city and county officials at the next regularly scheduled election by extending the terms of incumbent politicians
by one full year.
This should come as no surprise to anyone considering the fact that
some incumbent office holders are presently attempting to perpetuate
themselves in office by having districted out potential challengers.
A case might be made that Sen. Maloney's proposed bill has some good
points, such as: eliminating the frequency of elections and saving tax dollaJs. However, in my opinion, the good points of his proposal would be
overshadowed by this miscarriage of justice which would reward incumbent politicians with additional time beyond their elected term, while
denying voters the opportunity to express their desires at the polls.
Would it not make more sense, if a one-time, five-year term is necessary for election law reform, to have it begin with the next election in
order that the voters are fully aware of the length of term?
No wonder so many people view our system with distrust, which leads
to voter apathy, when we see such blatant examples of abuse occur
routinely!
If you agree that an injustice is about to be done, contact your senator
and representative at the Capitol Building, Frankfort, KY 40601, or call
them at 1-800-372-7181 and express your desire to elect local officials as
now scheduled.
Please write me at 32 Lake Scene Drive, Eddyville, KY 42038 if you
would be 'willing to assist me in stopping this injustice.
David Gray
32 Lake Scene Drive, Eddyville KY 42038

Out with the old, in with the new
New Year's Eve day. Home
from a week's worth of driving to
visit family in the northeast. A
week's worth of packing and
unpacking the car. Maps. Motels.
McDonald's.
Now home, there are bags to
unpack. Clothes to wash. Phone
calls to answer. Letters to write.
Decorations to store for another
year.
While we were away, some IRS
materials arrived in the mail. Along
with the phone bill, Publisher's
Clearing House entry forms, and
enough gardening catalogs to keep
us busy reading for the rest of the
winter.
Of course there were Christmas
cards, too. With cryptic messages
like, "My health is much better
now." Or, "Things just haven't
been the same since the accident."
No explanations. No details. There
goes next month's phone bill.
The house is aclutter with unread
newspapers, remnants of gift wrappings, and suitcases whictt are halffull of last week's wardrobe. I discover I left a pair of jeans in New
Jersey.

A pizza from a week-and-a-half
ago still languishes in the refrigerator, as well as two containers of
Chinese take-out from December
20. I'm afraid to look in- the vegetable drawer, because I vaguely
remember a grapefruit sale some
weeks back that I took advantage
of with gusto, completely disregarding the fact that we'd be away
from home from Dec. 21 to Dec.
30. By now, they will be velvety
green and oozy. Ugh!
I escape from the house for a
brisk walk through winter. The late
afternoon sky is cold and grey as
the coroner's slab; the landscape is
drab, layered in shades of pewter
and umber. Christmas trees, fluttering with leftover tinsel, are

propped against houses or huddled
miserably on curbs, waifs with no
place to go.
Doors that, just last week, were
winking with lights and festooned
with red velvet bows are angular
and empty today, their comers
sharp enough for a hospital. Santa
is gone from the lawn down the
street, and an empty manger sits
abandoned on the carport. The
holidays are just about over.
Inside, people are beginning to
light the lamps. First in one room,
then another, the way the stars
come out. I imagine talk of dinner,
of football scores, of duties left
undone during the holidays that
will start up again on Thursday. A
phone rings and a voice calls, "I'll

get it." The beep of a microwave is
a ,gentle alert that someone's time
has come.
I once read an essay that called
this time of twilight "the Christmas
Eve of the day," referring to the
sense of expectation in the hour of
homecoming. And then I see my
house from a distance. It glows
friendly, lights on in every room.
It's as if company's expected, with
suitcases full of surprises and
enough good stories to keep our
minds off winter.
I think of a friend of mine, a
woman who spend some months as
a homeless person whon she was in
her early 20s.
"The worst thing about it," she
told me once, "was that you could
never rest — never really rest. You
always had to be ready to move
on.
This is the day on which another
year closes, whether we're ready or
not. Time to pack up the tent and
move on. Grateful I'm not homeless or anywhere near it, I realize
that all homes are temporary.
Nothing is permanent; everything
is transitional. Happy New Year!
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Kentucky editorial roundup
The State Journal, Frankfort:
Yet again, the Kentucky Lottery Corp. is being sued by a disgruntled
winner and, we are certain, the lottery will win its case in court.
The issue, like an early suit the lottery won, centers on the rule that a
winner of less than SI million receives in a lump sum the amount the
lottery would have invested, less taxes, to pay out the prize over a 20-year
period.
Thus, when Brenda Brown of West Point held one of two winning
numbers a year ago for a SI million prize, her jackpot was $500,000. The
lump sum payoff on $500,000 is only $260,000, the amount the lottery
would have invested in treasury bonds to pay S500,000 over 20 years.
When the lottery deducted taxes, Brown got a check for $197,659.28. She
wants the total $500,000 and her attorney said she was misled by lottery
officials.
Although the language spelling out the rule is vague, especially for
someone unused to buying treasury bonds that pay out over two decades
far more than the face value of the investment, an earlier court ruling
upheld the lottery on the same issue.
We believe, however, the periodic wrangling over the issue is hardly
the best public relations for a game that relies on good relations with its
players to prosper.
In fact, we don't really understand the reason for paying lump sum
prizes under $1 million....
Perhaps lottery officials consider anything less than SI million chicken
feed in the great lottery scheme of things, but to someone who ostensibly
wins half a million dollars. anything less, even immediately in hand,
becomes chicken feed too.
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The Courier-Journal, Louisville:
So what would you do if you were an ex -governor without much going
on between UK board meetings? You'd likely settle into an easy chair and
savor the big moments of your administration — hoping, naturally, that
historians will see your achievements in the best light.
That, surely, is what Wallace Wilkinson is up to right now. Nostalgia
for his years as exalted potentate no doubt impelled him to take along
what an aide says are "personal" records for "review." And what satisfaction they'll bring him. From the inauguration paid for by special interests to the attacks on whisky-smelling legislators to the NKU caper — it's
presumably all there in those file drawers.
Trouble is, the public won't get a full, truthful picture of the Wilkinson
era if these records don't arrive intact at the state archives.
In a final outrageous break with past practice, the governor didn't
bother to arrange an orderly transfer or consult an archivist about which
papers he could take.
Some boxes of documents deemed "official" — but not including state
property like press releases and videotapes of big events — turned up at
the Capitol. But his two predecessors left much more, suggesting that Mr.
Wilkinson has a lot of material in his possession.
Archivist Richard Belding and others worry about a complete historical
record, especially if Mr. Wilkinson decides to "organize" his
correspondence.
Still, it's not hard to share his delight as he gazes enraptured at the TV:
'Hey, Martha that's me tellin' folks we need a lottery, not taxes."

i
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Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of' topics, provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters mutt be signed by the writer, with the
writer's address and telephone number included in case verification is
neceettry.(telephone innnbers will not be published). The Murray Led.
ger & 7unes reserves the right to condense or reject any letter.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, KY 42071.

Firing up the biggest point of light
President Bush is said to be in
trouble with the "Joe six pack" vote.
The President, some say, is having
difficulty communicating with average Americans because of his patrician background and the wealthy
country-club Republicans who surround him.
How to re-establish the unique
relationship his predecessor had with
this large constituency is a challenge
his new advisory team must deal with
in the less than 11 months leading up
to the election.
It will be tempting to replay the
tough-on-crime, anti-welfare themes
of the past, and that temptation will be
increased by the pressure in New
Hampshire from ultra-conservative
candidates. But President Bush looks
insincere when he tries to mimic those
farther to the right to prove that he can
"out-demagogue" his opponents.
George Bush cannot be someone else,
and no amount of cnticisrn or carping
is going to change him.
The President should play to his
greatest strength. A decent guy, he
really does care about people. His
problem is how to demonstrate compassion instead of just talking about

cities and refer people with employthe depth of his feelings.
Perhaps the answer can be found in ment, money or health problems to
and agencies
one of his earliest pronouncements. other "points of light"
assistance.
offer
could
that
President Bush should be his own
point of light.
In doing this, he would not be
Bush should borrow from Abraham grandstanding,as some would predicLincoln and other presidents who tably charge. He would be setting an
made appointments with average citi- example for others to emulate.
zens and listened to their problems.
This is the purpose of his "points of
Security concerns would necessitate
light" idea. No one person, not even
that such visitors be thoroughly
the President, can help everyone. But
screened to weed out the crazies and Bush, serving as a role model, could
potential threats to his safety, but he encourage others to follow his lead.
could begin seeing the people he
Vice President Dan Quayle showed
serves in the White House and meet
with them in their homes when he the way on Thanksgiving Day when
travels. He could use his influence to he and his wife Marilyn helped serve
help find jobs for the unemployed and dinner to poor people at a church near
job training for those who need ii He Phoenix. Quayle, whose background
could mobilize volunteers in various is similar to the President's, regularly

visits bowling alleys and other places
where Middle Americans hang out.
If the President is convinced that
volunteerism and individual initiative
are more powerful than almost any
government program, he should use
personal example to ignite that spirit
by doing unto others what he wants
others to do unto others.
Politically, that would put Democrats in a difficult position. They
could hardly criticize the President for
doing good works and asking others
to do the same. Their idea of compassion is a government program.
The President needs to put a face on
compassion. Getting in touch with
average Americans could help his
cause (and that of those who are
suffering from the economic downturn) more than criticizing congressional Democrats who are not about to
do him any favors heading into an
election year.
Being his own point of light is no
substitute for convictions and policies
to implement them, but it might serve
to buy some time while a search is
conducted to find out whether this
White House has either, both or
neither.

WORLD VIEW
Dec. 24; The Star Tribune, Minneapolis, on Dr. Jack Kevorkian:
Some people say Dr. Jack Kevorkian deserves more credit than he gets.
In soliciting customers for his homemade "suicide machine," the maverick pathologist has illuminated the wish of many to choose the time and
terms of death. But even die-hard proponents of euthanasia should think
twice before marching in Kevorkian's parade. His antics are more likely
to hobble than advance the quest for death with dignity.
His behavior is hardly that of a sympathetic physician rescuing a
patient from a protracted and painful exit. Indeed, he seems more eager to
peddle his machine than to address the hard questions that arise when
patients insist life isn't worth living.
In the world according to Dr. Death, mercy killing could be dispensed
more casually than a flu shot. But the decision to leave life behind should
be treated more delicately than that; at the least, it requires the thoughtful
counsel of a patient who knows the patient well. Kevorkian may have
nudged a reluctant nation to face the knotty ethical controversy over how
life should end. But that's where his contribution stops.
Dec. 24; The Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times on the Star Wars missile
defense plan:
No one talks anymore about former President Reagan's pipe dream of
building an impenetrable shield to protect the entire country from nuclear
attack. But that doesn't mean the government has quit wasting money on
miclear defenses.
The Strategic Defense Initiative lives on and is gobbling taxpayers'
dollars at an alarming rate.

Apologists for SDI now say missile defenses are needed to guard
against nuclear attack by terrorists or some crazed, Third World dictator.
Neither rationale is credible.
Still, under the Missile Defense Act of 1991, Congress calls for deployment of a ground-based missile-defense system by 1996.
Henry Cooper, director of SDI, told The Associated Press that meeting
the deadline requires acceleration of the program, which had been geared
to deployment at the turn of the century.
Speeding things up will add about $2 billion to the cost of SDI over the
next four or five years.
That's an extra $2 billion of a program we don't need. If we spend it,
we will simply be spending the federal government further into debt.
The taxpayers are somehow supposed to think that makes sense. It
doesn't.
Dec. 22; The Gulf News, Dubai, on Yeltsin:
Call it a palace coup or inspired leadership, President Boris Yeltsin has
once again set his seal on history...
Yeltsin has been criticized for having come down too hard on Gorbachev, but there are those who will say that the Soviet President deserved
no less for his failure to act decisively for many months. and for letting
the Soviet economy slide into deep crisis.
It was in a spirit of "imperial" generosity therefoce that the new 'Czar'
Yeltsin joined the other presidents yesterday to declare that Gorbachev
should be allowed to step down with dignity because, notwithstanding his
mistakes, the Soviet leader had done much good too.
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Car explodes in Baghdad, one
injured, ten other cars destroyed

Murray State University
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HARRY MILTON

Milton turns curiosity
into long career at MSU
(Editor's note: Thefollowing is one in peripheral equipmeni He says the
a series of articlesfeaturing winners biggest problems in his work is
of the 1991 Staff Excellence Awards accommodating everyone's needs at
at Murray State University.)
the same time. With current budgetary
Ever since he was a young boy, constraints, it is even more important
Harry Milton liked to take things apart that "we give the best possible solto see what made them work. That ution at the lowest possible cost,"
same inquisitiveness has stayed with Milton said.
him throughout life - to analyze
He is excited about the future of
"things," as well as people, situations Murray State, which he thinks has the
and life itself.
potential of becoming "even a greater
He continues to be amazed at the institution than it already is, with the
variety of work and challenges at development of bioenvironmental
Murray State University, where he and waste management technology,
serves as Chief Engineer of Architec- robotics and other fields at the foretural and Engineering Services at the front. He believes the university is on
Physical Plant. "It's the most interest- firm ground with sound leadership
ing job I've ever had," he says, and behind it.
that includes a career that spans from
In his private life, Milton enjoys
Georgia to London to Alaska.
antique refinishing, reading (espeHaving graduated from George cially Biblical history) and "plays at"
Tech in 1959, where he worked his the accordian when time permits.
way through with a degree in meHe became enchanted with the
chanical engineering, Milton can accordion while in England on assigneasily identify with the working stu- ment for the Lockheed Corp. in the
dent in the pursuit of higher educa- 1960s.
tion. "Things are about the same now
He has four children, two of whom
as then. The whole idea of an educa- are Murray State graduates - Melinda
tion is to gain knowledge in order to in dietetics and David in geosciences.
give service," he says.
A third, Greg, is a freshman at MSU.
As designer and specifications wri- His fourth child, Diane, is a computer
ter of a multitude of projects at analyst in Alaska. He lost his first wife
Murray State which include the cen- of 33 years to cancer fours years ago.
tral pedestrian mall, Wilson Hall By a strange twist of fate, his second
mechanical systems, Curris Center wife, Betty, also has cancer and h
parking lot, Carr Health gym floors, a undergone treatment this year.
substation at Central Plant - and
"Betty is tough, though, and to her
involvement in many roofing and credit is doing pretty well now," he
building painting projects - Milton says. Overcoming these adverse cirattributes his job success to an out- cumstances has been difficult, Milton
standing support team composed of admits, but he credits friends and the
all the elements of Physical Plant. administration at Murray State for
"Those guys can do just about any- their support and understanding. Milthing, and usually in pretty short ton feels a commitment to help others
order. Most people do not really with cancer in any way he can.
understand the intricacies of putting
He also enjoys traveling and one
together a job, and they make it work, day will hopefully show Betty what
behind the scenes," he said.
"majestic splendor" lies out west and
Milton came to Murray State in "maybe even Alaska." In the mean1981, and ever since then the campus time, his four childen and his wife's
has changed significantly with the three, keep things interesting and
construction of the Martha Layne busy at home.
Collins Center for Industry and TechThree eyars ago‘ Milton took on
nology, relocation of the baseball another challenge - the design for a
field and acquisition of many proper- major renovation and repair of Murties - all of which he has been involved ray's Memorial Baptist Church, where
with. Even now, his office is embark- he is a member. The project was
ing on a "state-of-the-art" course that simply an attempt to "do something in
includes specialized and custom de- return" to the congregation of Memorsign of computer rooms, with all their ial.
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bombings are rare in Baghdad,
where security forces of President
Saddam Hussein's government are
omnipresent.
A civil defense source said the
explosion occurred in the private_
parking of the Ishtar 'Sheraton,
which was managed by ITTSheraton until the Iraqi invasion of
Kuwait Aug. 2, 1990. The source
said authorities were investigating
the incident, the Iraqi News Agency reported.

NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) — A car
exploded in a Baghdad hotel parking lot Monday, destroying 10 cars
and injuring a hotel employee, the
Iraqi News Agency said.
The agency said one of the
destroyed vehicles belonged to the
United Nations, which normally
uses a neighboring hotel as headquarters for its weapons inspection
teams.
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Babies, dismissals, expirations
listed at hospital for three days
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Dec.
27, have been released as follows:

JO'S DATEBOOK

Burkeen baby boy, parents, Lisa
and Ronnie, Rt. 3, Box 371 K-8,
Murray;
Young-Henniger baby boy, mother,
Melissa Young. 1907-B Greenbrier,
Murray
Dismisssals
Max Haynes, 417 Cherry, Murray;
Mrs Vara Gaertner, RI 1, Box 53,
Sedalia; Ms 011ie Smith. 835 Hurt Or,
Murray.
Mrs. Audis M Gooch, Rt. 4, Murray.
Mrs Eva C Hooks, 303 Blue Springs
Rd., Cadiz;
Luke C Parrish, At. 1, Box 60, Dexter, Dale Altstadt, 210 Fifth St., Huntinsburg, Ind Richard Palmer, Rt. 2,
Box 177-B, Murray

Newborn admissions
Koons baby boy, parents, Debra
and William, 703 Vine St , Murray.
Bishop baby girl, parents, Mary Jo
and Wiley. HC 1 Box 19, New
Concord
Dismissals
Mrs Sarah A. Edwards, 1307 Vine
St , Murray; Leon Farmer. West View
Nursing Home, Murray; Walter Grant,
627 South Fourth St. Murray;
Ms. Rhonda Lamb, 1715 Oakhill Dr.,
Murray, Mrs Emma Newton, At 4,
Box 118, Murray;
Mrs. Neta G. Smotherman, 5.55 So.
Joseph Dr , New Madrid, Mo.; Mrs,
Chester L. Spann, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs Melissa Cochran and baby girt
2118 Country Rd , Murray; Mrs. Valor0 Jo Curd and baby boy, At 2. Box
93-A, Hazel,
Miss Melvina Urquhart and baby
girl, 101 Pine St., Murray: Mrs. Kathy
Lynn Wails and baby girl, At. 4, Box
239. Murray

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Murray Civitan Club will meet Thursday, Jan. 2, at 7 p.m. at the
Homeplace Restaurant. Civitan President Willis Johnson will meet with
the club directors at 6:15 p.m. prior to the club meeting. "A W.A.T.C.H.
Center Update" will be given by Mrs. Peggy Williams, director of
W.A.T.C.H., at the second meeting of the month on Jan. 16.

Watch Night event at Poplar Spring
Poplar Spring Baptist Church will have a Watch Night Service tonight
(Tuesday) starting at 9 p.m. Special music will be presented by The
Liberty
Boys. Persons are asked to bring items to be donated to the Ronald McDonald House. These can include 35 mm film, postage stamps, batteries
, baby
goods and paper products. The public is invited to attend the
service,
according to the Rev. Dennis Norvell, pastor.

Two newborn admissions, dismissals, and three expirations at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
for Sunday, Dec. 29, have been
released as follows:
Nowbom admissions
Cooper baby boy, parents, Janet
and Jeff, 702 Fainane, Murray.
Garland baby girl, mother, Mary
Gormley, At 6, Box 74, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Josephine Broy, At. 6, Box
124, Murray; Ms. Anne Morrison, 900
Northwood Dr. A-6, Murray;
\Mrs. Tamra Winchester, Rt. 8, Box
5WV, Murray; Mrs. Patsy J. Alexander, Lazy Acre Trailer Park, Mayfield,
Charles W Erwin, At. 3, Box 170,
Mayfield; Mrs Debra S Koons and
baby boy, 703 Vine St., Murray
Expirations
Mrs Maudena Butterworth, Murray,
Mrs Thelma Bennett, At. 2, Box 105,
Murray, Mrs Ruby 0 Griffith, At.
Box 292. Cottage Grove, Tenn.

Six newborn admissions and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Dec. 28,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Green baby boy, parents. Charoiette
and Daniel, At 1, Box 360, Benton.
Wilson baby boy, mother, Kimberly
Rhoades, Rt 4, Box 16, Benton,
Morris baby girl, parents. Tina and
Kevin, At 10, Box 187-0, Benton,
Hargrove baby girl, mother, Dana
Hargrove. 15350 Linton Rd , Cadiz;

Garden meeting Thursday

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams

Couple wed for 25 years
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Adams of 2259 Sunset Dr., Paducah, formerly of
Murray, are today, Dec. 31, celebrating their 25th wedding anninversary.
They were married on that date in 1966.
Mrs. Adams, the former Georgia Potts, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Potts of RL 1, Kirksey. She is a hairdresser.
Mr. Adams, son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Hill Adams, is co-owner of
Sawyer and Mathis Plaster Co. of Paducah.
They have two sons, Chuck Adams, a 1991 graduate of Murray State
University. and Scott Adams, a student at Paducah Community College,

CALENDAR

!THEATRES

The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet
Thursday,
Jan, 2, at 1 p.m. at the club house. Murray Mayor Bill Cherry will
be the
speaker. Martha Farris will give the devotion. Hostesses will
be Clover
Cotham, Mary Davis, Millie Graves, Virginia Hale, Mildred Hatcher,
Helene
Visher and Billie Hall.

New Year's Eve event planned
A New Years Eve's Eve Party will be Tuesday, Dec.
31, at the
Columbus Hall on Squire Hale Road between Johnny Robertso Knights of
n Road and
Oaks Country Club Road. This will be from 9 p.m. Tuesday
to 1 a.m. Wednesday, Jan. 1, with the cost being $10 per couple. Each
one should bring
chips. This is open to members of St. Leo's Catholic
Parish and invited
guests.

Mrs. Shoemaker now at home
Mrs. Sadie Shoemaker has been released from the hospital and is now at
the home of her daughter, Fredda Buxton at 2200 Longwood Dr., Auburn,
Ala. 36830. Mrs. Shoemaker and Mrs. Buxton said they appreciated the
many cards and letters received from relatives and friends in Murray.

Sanitation schedule changed

Steve Martin

Is
"Father of the
Bride"(PG)

Tuesday, Dec. 31
Memorial Baptist Church churchwide dinner for International
Students/6 p.m.

1:30
3:25
7:10
9:10

1:30
4:05
7:05
935

Starring
Robin Williams

Bruce Willis .5 Damon 1:30
Wayans In
3:35

TIts Last Hai Scant (R) s71::1
:
1

Recovery Inc.r7 p.m./Red Cross
Chapter House, Mayfield.
Info/1-247-5469.

Wednesday, Jan. 1
The Murray Ledger & Times will
not publish a newspaper today
•
Bingo games/KC Building/7 p.m. Hazel Center/closed/for senior
cancelled tonight.
citizens' activities.
Singles Organizational Society/7
p.m./New Year's Eve Dance/Joe
Creason Building/Benton/7:30
pm.- 1 2 : 3 0
a . m.
Info/Pamela/753-7638 or
Jeanne/753-0224.
Murray TOPS/7 p.m./Southside
Manor Community Room. Info/
759-.9964.

Bargain Matinees
Everyday
Starting Dec. 20th
Laf

aagartaga

• Box Office will open at *
* 1 p.m. New Year's Day. *
*
Matinees & Evening *
shows are the same.

torrtriii•ofqt
R. nt

SISIt
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1111101
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• 713-3311
tham te ei:pm

Weaks Center/closed/for senior
citizens' activities.
Calloway County Public Library
closed today.
Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office, 3rd Floor/
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/162-1389.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/9
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Bargain Night
Is Always
Thursday Night

•

Tuesday, Dec. 31
Dexter Baptist Church Watch
Night Service/6:30 p.m.

ON LOCATION
PHOTOGRAPHY
OLD AND NEW
PHOTOGRAPHS COPIED
WEDDINGS
PORTRAITS
REUNIONS
PARTIES
CHILDREN
PETS
SPORTS
REAL ESTATE
FUNERALS
FRATERNAL ORGANIZATIONS
LIVESTOCK
ANY SPECIAL OCCASIONS
OR EVENTS
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATES
AT 753-0912
IF NO ANSWER CALL
753-3619

Open New Year's Day
10 a.m.-5 p.m.

South Fulton. Tn,

Start The New Year
Off Right!!

Weaks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.
Prepared Childbirth Class/7
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous/7 p.m./Parish Center/
St. Leo Catholic Church.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens'
Center, Benton.
H. Eddie Roberts Jr. Post 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars/7
Center.

Memorial Baptist Church events
will include prayer service/1 p.m.
and Sanctuary Choir/8 p.m.

Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade. tA

Murray High School Tiger Boys
Basketball Team will play at
Christian County/Hopkinsville
Tournament.

Alcoholics Anonymous/open
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion Hall. Info/75308136 or
435-4314.

TOPS Chapters will be organized
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) is interested in starting more local
Ahapters in the Murray area. TOPS is a non-profit and non-commercial organization, and is open to both males and females, from ages 7 and older.
--TOPS is the first of major weight control organizations in the world. For
more information call 1 -800-932-TOPS or write to Carol Dublin, 819
W. ' •
North St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066.

Educational video tape available
The Educational Seminar, presented by Dr. James Willis at the Calloway
County Public Library in September, has been recorded on video tape. The
video tape is now available for check-out to library patrons, courtesy of Murray Woman's Club.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m.
for senior citizens' activities.

Old Salem Cemetery is in need of funds to add to its perpetual fund for
the upkeep of the cemetery. Because of the vandalism to the tombstones
at
the cemetery last year and the lower interest rate, more funds are
needed.
Persons may mail their donations to Jack Dodd, At. 8, Box 910, Murray,
or
Relmon Wilson, At. 3, Box 181, Murray.

W.A.T.C.H. needs cans
W.A.T.C.H. (Work Activities Training Center for the Handicapped) needs
aluminum cans for an ongoing work activity. Anyone wishing to donate
cans
may bring them by the center at 702 Main St., Murray, from Monday
through
Friday from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.; or call 759-1965 for pick up. The
center
closed while the Calloway County Schools are out for the holidays. is

Overeaters on Wednesday
Murray Overeaters Anonymous meetings will be Wednesday, Jan.
1, at
Ellis Community Center, 630 Ellis Dr. The beginners will meet at 5:15
p.m.
with the regular meeting at 5:30 p.m. This is open to all interested
persons.
Overeaters Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women from all
walks of
life who meet in order to help solve a common problem - compulsi
ve overeating. The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop eating
compulsively. OA is patterned after the Alcoholics Anonymous program. There
are no dues, no fees, no weigh-ins, and no diets.

MWC cookbooks now available
The Murray Woman's Club 1991 Cookbook is now available.
The 1991
cookbook is made up of the best recipes from previous books, plus
new
ones for 1991. The 450-page, extra large printed book contains also
!Pictures of historical buildings and events of Murray and Calloway County.
The
book is $15 per copy which includes sales tax. Cookbook committe
e members were Barbara Brandon, Libby Hart, Alice Koenecke, Mug Rigsby
and
Pat Weatherly. Books are available at Calloway County Public
Library,
Owen's Food Market, Treas Do-lt Center, The Treasure House,
Pier I
Imports, Lace & Ivy, Santa's Attic, Take Me Back Cafe, Murray-Callowa
y
County Chamber of Commerce, and from any club member.

Stubblefields at Harpeth

1-800-432-9346

Kumar weir Fon KUM AtWACO

Matt and Frances Stubblefield are now at
Harpeth Terrace Convalescent
Center, 1287 W. Main, Franklin, Tenn. 37064.
Frances has been in a coma
since 1st March, but Matt has been by her side
ever since. He would like to
receive cards and letters from his family and
friends in Murray and Calloway
County. He says he reads the mail to Frances
hoping that she can hear.

Herndon fund established

Connie Smith

Gymnastic & Aerobic
Programs

In-Stock
Wallpaper Sale

Starting: Jan 6th & 7th
Register Thurs. Jan. 3, 12-4 p.m.
or Mon. Jan 6th 12-4 p.m. at
641 S. Uncle Ors Shopping Center
or Call 753-6705
Classes filling gp quickly

Because of the New Year's holiday, customers of the city of Murray Sanitation Department who usually have their garbage picked up on Tuesdays or
Wednesdays should set their garbage out one day in advance. This schedule will be in effect Dec. 30-Jan. 3. The Sanitation Department appreciates
customers' cooperation in this matter. Anyone with questions concerning
garbage pickup should call 762-0330, ext. 120.

Old Salem needs donations

Murray Overeaters Anonymous/
beginners/5:15 p.m. and Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/
regular/5:30 p.m./Ellis Community Seven Seas Restaurant.
Center.
Young N Hearts/10 a.m./Glendale
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road Church of Christ.
Road Church of Christ.
St. Leo Catholic Church events
Bible Classes/1 p.m./University include Legion of Mary/9:45 a.m.;
RCIA/1 p.m.; Knights of Columbus
Church of Christ.
meeting/1:30 p.m. at K/C building.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
Singles Friendship of Paris,
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Grace Baptist Church events Building, Info/Kennith Broach,
include Children's Bible Clubs and 753-3580.
Adult Bible Study/7 p.m.
Administrative offices at Murray
Elm Grove Baptist Church events State University open at normal
include Midweek Bible Study, hour following Christmas break.
Acteens, RAs, GAs and Mission
Calloway County Schools will
Friends/1 p.m.
resume classes today.

Selected Merchandise

1/2 of 1/2 Price
'74e,Dai

Thursday, Jan. 2 _

Large selection of borders...53
Aqua-Glo Paint Sale '3 off gallon
306 E

main St.

751-4919

The Roger Allan Herndon Memorial Fund has been established for
Calloway County Schools. This perpetual fund was established in memory
of
Herndon, Calloway County High School Class of 1988, who died in
a plane
crash on Aug. 2, 1991, while in his final year as a cadet at the United
States
Military Academy at West Point, N.Y. Interest from this fund will be
available
to assist Calloway County school students to pursue school-related opportunities that because of family and financial circumstances might
not be possible otherwise. Funds would be available to meet such needs as
purchase
of shoes to enable students to play football, basketball, Or other
sports; to
participate in related camps or training activities; to purchase
books or
school supplies; or to provide scholarship assistance for those
wishing to go
to college. The fund will be administered by representatives of
the faculty.
administration and counseling staff at Calloway County with the
input of the
family as appropriate. Tax-deductible donations may be made
to Calloway
County School Board, designated for the Roger A. Herndon
Memohal,
2108-A College Farm Rd., Murray, Ky. 42071.
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10 Minute
OH Change

)K
16th at Chestnut
"Five Points"
759-1529

at the
:et with
.T.C.H.
ctor of

:Football Feast!
I

15 Pieces

tonight
Liberty
I McCoos, baby
service,

Only S1099
Original Recipe® or Extra Tasty
Crispy® Chicken Only
Combinadon White/Dark Orders I
Coupon expires Jan. 7, 1992 I

Tackle a Pizza
at Gatti's!

To enter you must pick one winner ofeach four games listed below.The person with the
most correct picks will be the winner of$25 and will be announced on next week's page.In
case of a tie, winner will be decided by the one who guesses the total game scores or is
closest to it. The tie breaker is listed on the entry form. Contest is limited to one entry per
person. Employees and immediate family members of the Murray Ledger & Times are

1
•

2 All-You-Can-Eat 1 2 All-You-Can-Eat
Pizza & SpaGattl •
Pizza & SpaGatti
Dinner Buffets
Lunch Buffets
I Only ($599 I Only

THE BOB HARMON FOOTBALL FORECAST

Expires 1/5/91

Expires 16/91

Saturday and Sunday, January 4 and 5

iursday,
be the
Clover
Halene

lights of
Dad and
n. Wed id bring
I invited

ire local
ial orgaid older.
)rld. For
819 W.

at

205 N. 12th St. Murray

Customer Satisfaction
Is Our Main Goal
The '92's Are In
Stop By Today
yla Test Drive!

now at
Auburn,
ated the
Aurray.

ay Sanisdays or
is sche,reciates
tcerntng

24

Kansas City
Buffalo

27

Houston

23

We Specialize in:

at
Denver

24

Atlanta

20
at

Since 1928

Parker Ford
Lincoln-Mercury

*4 30

Washington

fund for
tones at
needed
Jrray, or

Tune-ups - Brakes
Mufflers - Oil Changes
FREE Car Wash
With Fill-up
Mechanic on Duty M-F 8-5

B
MURRAY
South 12th Street
753-9164

26

Dallas
at

27

Detroit

Good service,
good coverage,
good price -

That's State Farm
insurance."

Let us help you with
all your formal wear

State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices Bloomington Illinois

We can save you money on
your wedding.

Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

:alloway
1pe. The
of Mur-

'753-6656

Chestnut St.

Call about our Wedding Specials.
Tuxedo Rentals begin at $29.99

Larry Krouse Insurance
105 N. 12th (Next to McDonald's)

Wedding Gowns, Bridesmaids Dress, Accessories

759-9888

sounD visions
Behind Cain's 641 N.

753-8324

AM
CUNNINGH
Auto Repair & Motor Sales, Inc.

I) needs
ate cans
through
:enter is
days

Specializing in automotive
computer repairs and electronic fuel injection and pow
specializing in automotive heat
and air conditioning systems.

.4.4.6Atesufes4

- OFFICIAL ENTRY FORM -

he 1991
)Ius new
also picinty. The
De memisby and
Library,
), Pier I
:alloway

Tie Breaker: Pick the exact total score
Dallas at Detroit
Points
My Pick

Name
Address
Phone

m. 1, at
:15 p.m.
Dersons.
walks of
ye overng corn1 There

Open Mon.-Fri. 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
619 S. 4th 753-7831 Murray

"Murray's Only
Firestone Dealer"!

Hwy. 641 N.
Murray, Ky.
All Entries Should Be Mailed or Dropped Off At:

1406 W Main St.

759-1331

(502)753-6448

The Murray Ledger & Times
Box 1040-T 1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, Ky 42071
Entries Must Be Postmarked by Friday, Jan.3 or In Our Office by 5:00 p.m. Fri., Jan. 3
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New Year's Special
$1992

PURDOM MOTORS, INC.
Please

t Mr Tuxecio.
"Our Name Says It All"

Hwy. 121 Bypass

Murray

753-5315

Support
These
Businesses
That Help

• for any Tuxedo

'Satisfied Customers Are Our Main Concern'.

Sponsor
These

1992 Buick LeSabre
2.9% APR

Thank You
to all who entered our contests. It was a great success.
A special thanks to all our
advertisers

who

made this

page possible. We look forward to the forecasts again
next year.

Pages.
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Racers hope to end losing skid Detmer's last pass
tonight at Jonesboro on ESPN costs BYU Holiday
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since an 82-79 road win on Dec.
21 against Arkansas-Little Rock.

The Murray State Racers,
defending Ohio Valley Conference champions, -make their lone
national television appearance of
the regular season tonight when
they face the Arkansas State
Indians.
Tipoff is 11:07 p.m. at ASU's
10,563-seat Convocation Center
in the- made-for-television New
Year's Eve game that will be carried on ESPN.
"It's a dream for everyone to
play on national TV," said MSU
first-year coach Scott Edgar,"and
this is our chance.
"We're struggling right now as
a team and we're going to be up
against someone who is having
succes. But we'll be ready to give
a good account of ourselves. I
think it will be a very competitive
and interesting game."
Murray State has a 3-6 record,
following a 92-52 road loss
Saturday to unbeaten and 16thranked Missouri. The Racers are
0-3 on the road.
ASU is 5-4 with four straight
wins and is the early-season leader in the Sun Belt Conference.
The Indians haven't seen action

"Against Missouri, we were
matched against an opponent who
is playing as good as anyone in
the country," Edgar said, "and the
game got away from us in a hurry. Our confidence level is down
now, but we can get it back. I
believe that we learned some
things playing at Missouri and
we're going to be a good team." •
Murray State and A-State have
played in each of the last two
seasons, with the Racers winning
64-62 two years ago at Murray
and the Indians prevailing 63-62
last December in the championship game of their own Citizens
Bank Classic.
ASU overcame 4an I 1 -point
second half deficit last season,
while the game was nip-and-tuck
most of the way the year before.
Greg Coble's two free throws
with six seconds left broke a
62-62 tie and provided the decisive points.
MSU and A-State have faced
one common opponent this season, Middle Tennessee. The Blue
Raiders edged the Indians 61-60
at Jonesboro Nov. 23, while the
Racers routed MTSU 98-74 at
Murray Dec. 14. The win over

Staff Report

•

kir

the Blue Raiders has MSU currently atop the OVC standings.
The Racers play at Texas Monday, then are at home against
eague foe Austin Peay Jan. 11.

TONIGHT
Murray State
at
Arkansas State
TIME: 11 p.m.
SITE: Convoc. Center
Jonesboro, A*.
RADIO: WBLN FM 103.7
TV: ESPN

Murray State (3-6)
F—Scan Stele
F—Derren HUI
C—Papaya Jones
G-1.1surIcs Cannon
G—Cuirk Gumm

HI
14 Jr
6-4 Jr
64'Sr
6-3 Jr
s-e So

Rob Pts
4.2 41
3.2 9.1
18.3 21.7
2,9 101
2.9 10.8

'Arkansas State (5-4)
F—day Cook
F—Frsd Shepherd
G—Tyrone Hall
G—Coroy Cole
0—Brian Romeo

HI 0 Rob Pts
6-3 SO 1.$ 10.9
64 Jr 8.8 11.7
6-5 Sr 8.8 13.1
6-1 Si 2.3 10,6
6-1 Jr 2.1 6.6

By The Associated Press
Ty Detmer's college career
ended with a tie.
And unlike the incredible comeback he engineered for a 52-52 tie
with San Diego State six weeks
ago, this one was sour.
On the verge of leading Brigham
Young to its first victory in the last
three Holiday Bowls, Detmer was
intercepted by Iowa's Carlos James
with 16 seconds left Monday night
and the Cougars had to settle for a
13-13 tie with the Hawkeyes.
Detmer's pass was deflected by
receiver Byron Rex at the 10-yard
line and caught at the goal line by
James, who returned it to the Iowa
13.
"Two ties in one year here —
one was a good one, the other one
not so good," said Detmer, the
1990 Heisman Trophy winner and
a two-time All-America. "I'd like
to go out a winner. This kind of tie
is like a loss to me."
Detmer had driven the Cougars
from their 23 to the Iowa 18. He
conceded that the Cougars (8-3-2)
could have settled for a potential
game-winning field goal, but we,nt
for the TD on first down with 26
seconds left.
"I made the'kad decision. If we
had missed the (potential) field

goal, I would not have felt so bad
about it," Delmer said.
The tie was also sour for
seventh-ranked Iowa (10-1-1),
which missed the chance to become
the first Hawkeye team in 103
years to have 11 wins.
"Everyone's heartbroken in our
locker room, including some great,
great seniors," said Hayden Fry,
coach of the Big Ten runner-up.
It was the first tie and the
lowest-scoring game in the Holiday
Bowl's 14-year history. Iowa's
seven-game winning streak ended,
but so did its two-game bowl losing streak.
Iowa running back Mike Saunders scored the game's first two
touchdowns, and Detmer threw for
the next two. In between, there
were several missed opportunities,
mostly by BYU.
Detmer threw a 29-yard touchdown pass to Tyler Anderson on
fourth-and-four with 11:36 to play,
and Earl Kauffman made the PAT
for a 13-13 tie. Kauffman earlier
missed a field goal attempt and a
PAT, and backup kicker Keith Lever also missed a field goal try.
Detmer, who threw for a record
15,031 yards in four seasons, finished with 29 completions in 44
attempts for 350 yards, with two
TDs and one interception.

Hurricanes, Huskies aim for national title
Tonight's lineup has Illinois
pened to Colorado and Georgia
(6-5) against No. 22 UCLA (8-3) in
Tech last season.
Also on New Year's Day, it's. the John Hancock Bowl and Baylor
No. 12 East Carolina (10-1) and (8-3) against Indiana (6-4-1) in the
No. 21 North Carolina State (9-2) Copper Bowl.
Both Miami and Washington had
in the Peach Bowl; No. 16 Syracuse (9-2) and No. 25 Ohio State personnel problems going into the
(8-3) in the Hall of Fame Bowl; postseason.
The Hurricanes' top two running
No. 14 California (9-2) and No. 13
Clemson (9-1-1) in the Citrus backs both are out — Stephen
Bowl; No. 5 Florida State (10-2) McGuire with a knee injury and
and No. 9 Texas A&M in the Cot- Martin Patton due to suspension
ton Bowl; No. 6 Penn State (10-2) because of felony credit-card fraud
and No. 10 Tennessee (9-2) in the charges. That means. redshirt freshFiesta Bowl, and No. 18 Notre man Larry Jones will carry the
Dame (9-3) and No. 3 Florida load.
"We just might not put anyone
(10-1) in the Sugar Bowl.

got to go out there and worry about
what the University of Washington
does."
A national champion or two will
Miami would appear to be the
be crowned on Wednesday.
That's when the New Year's master of its own fate. If it wins, it
Day bowl games will be played, likely will win the national champbut not necessarily the day oil ionship, or at least a share of it,
which all argument will be ended. although there are those who say
No. 2 Washington (11-0) meets Washington could vault ahead of
No. 4 Michigan (10-1) in the Rose Miami if it wins impressively.
While they are rated 1-2 in The
Bowl in an afternoon game, followed at night by No. 1 Miami Associated Press poll of sports wri(11-0) and No. 11 Nebraska (9-1-1) ters and broadcasters, the teams are
tied for No. 1 in the USA Todayin the Orange Bowl.
"It doesn't matter what Miami CNN poll of coaches. And there is
does at this point," Huskies cor- the distinct possibility of two
nerback Dana Hall said. "We've national champions, such as hapBy The Associated Press
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By The Associated Press
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Cwriic*
With the flick of a button, your
TV advertising message is gone.
There's no retrieving it.

f,
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In a recent statewide survey
of 2000 Kentucky households,
'55 percent said they "do something else"
when a commercial comes on TV.
They switch stations,
or they run to the refrigerator.
Or let the dog out, or check the laundry.

Newspaper advertising doesn't work that way. It's there when newspaper readers are
ready. They don't have to run to the refrigerator. But if they do,they can take the
newspaper with them. Ever try that with a TV set?
.
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And newspaper advertising stays around. It's not on for 15 seconds and then gone. It's
there for days. In fact, the same survey showed that up to *88 percent of Kentucky
newspaper readers keep the newspaper around the house for at least three days.
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So while newspaper readers might go to the refrigerator, your message is there when
,-they return. And it stays there, working for you.

Newspaper advertising -it doesn't stop
with the flick of a button.
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'January, 1991, Shopper Attiludes in Kentucky, The Preston Group, Lexington
Sponsored by the Kentucky Prim Ainociolion, Frankfort
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73 percent of the primary television sets
in Kentucky have remote control. It makes
switching stations easy. See the commercial.
Watch the commercial disappear.
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Miami has won three national
championships in eight years and
two in the last four. The Hurricanes
won their first national title in the
1984 Orange Bowl by beating thenNo. 1 Nebraska 31-30. Washington
has yet to win its first national
championship.

Western upsets Wolfpack

OFF

1 2 3 4

back there and see how that
works," Hurricanes coach Dennis
Erickson said.
Washington, meanwhile, has flu
problems. All-American defensive
lineman Steve Emtman has missed
practice and has lost 7 of his 290
pounds since' getting sick.

Darnell Mee scored 28 points
and Western Kentucky held off
North Carolina State in the final
seconds to win 84-82 Monday
night and claim the championship
of the Chaminade Aloha
Invitational.
Host Chaminade beat Presbyterian 89-79 in an earlier game for
third place.
Trailing 45-41 at halftime, the
Hilltoppers (8-2) held the Wolfpack scoreless in the opening 411A
minutes to go ahead 46-45. Mee,
named the tournament's most valuable player, then scored 10 of
Western Kentucky's next 14 points
in a 14-3 run to go ahead for good

at 60-53.
N.C. State (5-4) trailed by as
many as nine, 76-67, with 3:12 left
but got 3-point baskets from Tom
Gugliotta and Curtis Marshall to
close to 82-76. The Wolfpack
scored six points in the final 12
seconds but saw its comeback bid
fall short.
Western Kentucky, winning its
fifth straight, also go 18 points
from Jack Jennings and 12 from
Mark Bell. N.C. State was led by
Guglioua's 18 points and 12 by
Lakista McCuller.
Named to the all-tournament
team were Mee, Gugliotta, Harold
Thompkins of Western Kentucky,
Chaminade's George Gilmore and
Presbyterian's Derrick Lovelace.

Parker Ford Lincoln-Mercury

24 HOUR
WRECKER SOMME
Daytime

7534273
Nighttime
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SIDELINES
Steve
PARKER
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Racer search
for answers
continuing
Is that win over Middle
Tennessee getting bigger each
day or what?
Does David Duke have an
image problem?
Luckily, the Racers have
that big "W" over the Blue
Raiders tucked away in the
closet to take out, look at and
embrace after every setback.
And they should, because it
was a huge win. But time is
coming soon when that closet
must either fill up with OVC
wins or the hinges start to
After mysterious performances against Western Kentucky and Evansville, and the
forgettable showing at Missouri, the Murray State Racers
continue their all-important
quest for chemistry, consistency and confidence when they
face non-conference opponents
Arkansas State and Texas this
week.
Austin Peay is waiting for
their shot at the Racers in
Clarksville on Jan. 11 and
Scott Edgar's troops have
some tuning up to do.
Just ask Missouri coach
Norm Stewart, the dean of
Big Eight skippers: "Murray
State is struggling and is
obviously having a little
trouble adjusting. I thought
they'd be a little better at this
point in the season."
Sounds like Stormin' Norman was hoping to coach
more than five minutes on
Saturday. Go back to sleep
Norm, you've got to rest up
for the NCAA Tournament.
Back to the Racers.
First, they must get the chemistry back to where it was
when they dumped MTSU.
After several games of multiple lineups, Edgar had his
starting five and substitution
rotations set and the Racers
rolled. Then, the return of
Frank Allen and the injury to
Jamal Evans threw things back
up for grabs.
To his credit, Edgar was
able to push the right buttons
for the big game and he's
doing his best to find those
buttons again.
Of course, setting lineups
and substitution patterns
revolves around consistency
and there has been less of
that on the Racer squad than
anything else.
Cedric Gumm and Popeye
Jones have found their rhythm,
with Darren Hill getting warmer. The keys to the team
could be Maurice Cannon and
Frank Allen.
Cannon can electrify a
crowd with his lightning-quick
first step and spectacular
drives to the hoop, but his
jumper is just slightly
inconsistent. He's a selfproclaimed streak shooter, and
Sparta Select would vouch for
that after being on the dangerous end of Cannon fire.
Allen, obviously still trying
to get back into the groove,
is going to come around, and
chances are it will be in
Clarksville. The smooth junior
knows what it takes An the
OVC and has proven it
before.
Cannon and Allen, both
Memphis natives, are lacking
in confidence at this point,
but Edgar hopes to change
that. On his weekly television
show, Edgar said that he will
(Cont'd on page 9)
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(Cont'd from page 8)
give Cannon and Allen more
freedom to operate and that
could be the key that unlocks
the closet.
After the Evansville game,
Edgar noted the poor shot
selection and vowed to remedy
it. The Racers listened, shooting just two three-pointers at
Mizzou, compared to 31
against the Aces.
On one hand, Popeye got
the ball all he wanted in the
paint against the Tigers. On
the other hand, he got arm
weary sending it back outside,
wisely choosing not to challenge the three Tigers closing
down on him.
If Saturday's 1 p.m. start
was too early for the Racers
(don't forget they were playing
in the western portion of the
Central Time Zone) then the
11 p.m. start tonight might be
just right.
Edgar, like every MSU fan
and programers at ESPN,
hopes the Racers' "Team
MTSU (2)" shows up to take
on the Indians.
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The Calloway County Girls Soccer team awards Were presented at the
team banquet held at Dumplins Restaurant. Pictured from left to right
(seated) are Christy Lambert, Best Offense; Julie Waldrop, Best
Defense; Darra Mitchell, Best Offense; and Krista Stalls, Most Valuable
Player. Standing are Mitzi Rickman, Outstanding Rookie; Jennifer
Dowdy, 110% Award; Kadonna Randolph, Best Defense and Academic
Award; and Vanessa Bucy, Most Improved.

FOOTBALL
NEW YORK (AP) — Thurman Thomas of the Buffalo Bills, who gained
yards from scrimmage this season, was selected the NFL Most Valu2038,
able Player in voting conducted py The Associated Press. Thomas, who led
the AFC in rushing with 1,407 yards and had 62 receptions for 631 yards,
received 39 votes in balloting by 82 media members. Buffalo quarterback
Jim Kelly finished second with 18 votes, followed by Detroit running back
Barry Sanders with 16.
NEW YORK (AP) — Wide receiver Michael Haynes of the Atlanta Falcons
and safety Deron Cherry of the Kansas City Chiefs were named NFL offensive and defensive players of the week for the first round of the playoffs.
PITTSBURGH (AP)-- The Pittsburgh Steelers have received permission
to interview San Francisco 49ers offensive coordinator Mike Holmgren as a
replacement for Chuck Noll, who retired last week. Other reported candidates are Steelers assistants Joe Greene and Dick Hoak and three defensive coordinators — Dave Wannstedt of Dallas, Bill Cowher of Kansas City
and Woody Widenhofer of Detroit.

That's
State Farm
insurance."
BOWL LINEUP
Tuesday, Doc. 31
Jelin Hancock Bowl
At El Paso, Texas
Illinois (6-5) vs. UCLA (8-4 130 pm. (CBS)
Copper Bowl
At Tucson, Arta.
Baykx (8-3) vs Indiana (6-4-1). 7 p.m. (WISS)
Wednesday, Jan. 1
Peach Bowl
At Atlanta
East Carolna (10-1) vs North Groins State (4-2),
10 30 am (ESPN)
Hall of Fern. Bowl
At Tampa, Fa
Ohio Stale (8-3), 12 p m (NBC)
Sy /ammo 9-210*(

Bowl
At Orlando, Fla.
California (9-2) vs Clemson (9-1-1), 1230 pm
(ABC)
Cotton Bowl r
At Danes
Ronda Stale (10-2) vs Texas MM (10-1), 1230
p rrt
Bowl
At Temps, Ant.
Penn State (10-2) vs Tennessee (9-2). 330 p.m.
(NBC)
Rose Bowl
At Pasadena, Calif.
Washington (11-0) vs lAchigan (10-1), 4 p.m.
(ABC)
Orange Bowl
At Ilismi
Mani (11-0) vs Nebraska (9-1-1), 7 Pm (NBC)
Sugar Bowl
At Mew Orleans
Notre Dame (9-3) vs Florida
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Murray State University is an
equal education and employment institution.
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For registration information, call Karen Guthrie at
762-2187 or 1-800-669-7654.
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Murray State University will host a workshop led by
Linda Miller on Jan. 7 and Jan. 9, 1992.
The course, Introduction to MS/PC DOS 5.0, is $75.00.
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NEW YORK (AP) — Scottie Pippen of the Chicago Bulls, who averaged
25.6 points in three victories last week, was named NBA player of the week.
He also averaged 8.6 rebounds, 8.0 assists and 4.6 steals during the week.
NEW YORK (AP) — Charls Barkley of Philadelphia is the overall leader
in fan balloting for the NBA All-Star Game with 315,250 votes. Clyde Drexler
of Portland leads the Western Conference with 299,587 votes.
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Desert Storm, the Weaks Center and Troy Cory
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JANUARY
Kayla Marie Blaylock, daughter
of Judy Balylock of Gilbertsville,
was this year's newest arrival at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was born at 12:56 a.m. on Jan.
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Murray-Calloway County Senior
Citizens moved their activities to
the George Weaks Community
Center.
Kathryn Valentine is serving as
interim director of Playhouse in the
Park following the resignation of
Liz Bussey.
The city of Murray will spend
approximately $4 million to
upgrade the city's water system
and sewage plant during the coming year. Coming into compliance
with the Clean water Act and
expanding the sewage plant are
among the primary goals for 1991,
according to Mayor Bill Cherry.
Robert (Buddy) Buckingham has
assumed the duties of coordinator
for Economic Development Activities at Murray State University.

FEBRUARY
Murray State University officials
are encouraged by signs from
Frankfort that additional money for
the new multi-purpose special
events center may be available possibly as soon as 1992.
Residents of the community
turned out in force for the march
and rally on Feb. 2 in support of
U.S. troops in the Persian Gulf held
in Murray.
Local tire retailers have voiced
their frustrations with the new state
law, effective Jan. 16, which
requires them to pay a SI fee on all
new replacement tires sold to
customers.
Murray High School's Academic
'Team captured first place at the 4th
District Kentucky. Academic Association's Tournament. Calloway
County High School's team placed
second.
Monica Evans was crowned Calloway Countyillornecoming Queen.
Welders put the finishing touch-es on the stair wells outside the
new Martha Layne Collins Center
for Industry and Technology building at Murray State University.
Colette Jones was named Miss
Black History Week Queen at Murray High School.
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Amy Melinda Nesbiu serves as
Miss Spring 1991 for the spcial
spring section of the Murray Ledger & Times.
Dr. Stanley Groppel of Murray
has been named assistant dean of
the Bachelor of Liberal Studies
(BLS) Program at Mary Washington College, Fredericksburg, Va.
Murray State University
accepted the Martha Layne Collins
Center for Industry and Technology from the general contractor on
March 1 under the terms of the
"substantial completion" cause in
the construction contract.
Nancey France. an assistant professor in the Department of Nursing at Murray State University. was
elected vice president of the Faculty Senate on March 5, the first
woman to hold an executive,officer's position with the senate.
City workers started March 6
putting up an additional 50 American flags - this time along the
city's main thoroughfare, 12th
Street, according to Murray Mayor
Bill Cherry. These are to honor the
returning men and women who participated in Operation Desert
Storm.
Plans are underway for a celebration of the 100th anniversary of
the birth of radio here in Murray.
Two members of -the staff at
Murray State University's TV -I I
cable channel are constructing a
working replica of Nathan B. Stubblefield's wireless telephone to
commemorate the centennial of his
1891 demonstration.
Murray State University's Student Alumni Association Chapter
has been named the best in the
southeast region. This is the second
- year for the chapter to receive this
award.
Joy Thomas, an artist from Murray, has been- recognized by the
National Portrait Gallery of the
Smithsonian Institute of Washington, D.C., where she was recently
invited to place a portifolio.
As a grand finale for March 21's
National Patriots Day events, the
United States Navy Band presented
a special tribute to the Armed Forces personnel serving in the Persian
Gult at their concert at Murray
State's Lovett Auditorium.

Murray State University conferred degrees on 1,328 graduates
in ceremonies on May 11.
Artist, teacher and student Walt
Reed talked about his career and
associations with renowned artist
Norman Rockwell during a stop at
the Boy Scouts of America
Museum on the campus of Murray
State University on May 16.
Keith Stubblefield, professionally known as Troy Cory and grandson of Nathan B. Stubblefield,
announced the purchase of WNBSRadio and the television affiliate
Channel 46 during a press conference on May 21.
Henry L. Blythe has been
The Murray Living Memorial
Postmaster at Dexter.
appointed
Fund provided for the planting of
After 24 years of service to the
dogwoods on the courthouse lawn.
Lola James was presented a dia- Murray Fire Department, Chief
mond clasp to honor her for 40 James Hornbuckle announced his
years of service to the Murray- retirement before the Murray City
Council.
Calloway County Hospital.
Democratic LL Gov. Brereton
Howard Titsworth was named
built margins throughout the
Jones
Year
Award
the
of
Humanitarian
winner by the Murray Rotary Club. state to claim the Democratic nomAfter 22 years of service, Dr. ination for governor in Kentucky
Hugh Oakley stepped ,down April on May 28.
19 as Murray-Callo4ay County
Airport Board chairman.
Walter Apperson. publisher of
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
the Murray Ledger & Times, was
named the Murray-Calloway Coun- Festival, sponsored by Murrayty Chamber of Commerce Citizen Calloway County Business Council
for the Arts and Murray-Calloway
of the year.
Patricia Hutson was named 1991 County Chamber of Commerce,
Secretary of the Year and Melvin was held June 1 and 2 at Kenlake
Henley was named Boss of the State Resort Park.
The Murray City Council during
Year at the Executive Banquet,
session on June 5 elected
special
a
sponsored by Murray Chapter of
Profvsional Secretaries to allow the city to sell bonds for
the construction of a new $4.39
International.
Dr. Ronald J. Kurth was inaugur- million water treatment plant.
ated as the eighth president of MurArea farmers sustain damage to
ray State University on April 27. their winter wheat crop due to
Dr. Tim Miller, professor and May's rainy weather and a resultchairmitIrt of Department of ing disease infestation.
Accounting at Murray State UniThe 45th annual Kentucky Girls
versity, has been named the 28th State opened June 10 at Murray
recipient of the Distinguished Pro- State University, offering high
fessor of the Year Award by the school juniors a chance to particiMurray State Alumni Association. pate in legislative practices and
policies.
Funding was decreased for several programs after the MurrayChristy Beane was crowned Calloway County Park Board met
Murray High School 1991 Prom June 18 to resolve a $20,000 operQueen.
ating budget shortfall discovered at
Murray State University's Board last month's meeting.
of Regents approved a $70.5 milErica Paley Stevens has been
lion budget for the 1991-92 named executive director of the
academic year during its quarterly Playhouse in the Park, replacing
meeting on May 4.
interim Executive Director Kathryn
Tourists spent $2.1 million more Ballard.
in Calloway County last year, a
The administration and Board of
12.6 percent increase from 1989, Commissioners of the Murrayaccording to Ron Gentry, secretary Calloway County Hospital
of the state Tourism Cabinei
announced their intention to purchJoe Green, associate director of ase West View Nursing Home at a
public safety at Murray State Uni- press conference on June 21.
versity, was recognized by the FBI
Kai Simmons was named Mrs.
for 25 years of service to those fedat the pageant held at
Kentucky
eral agencies.
Charity Anderson, Jeffrey
Murray-Calloway County HospiEnoch, Peter Luciano and Tripp
Tibbetts were been named valedic- tal, along with seven other Purchtorians of 1991 class of Calloway ase Area hospitals, will be a
County High School, all with per- smoke-free facility as of July 1,
fect 4.0 averages. Sara Thompson 1991.
with a was salutatorian.
Andy Vaughan is valedictorian
and Leigh Ann Carter is salutatoThe staff of Murray State Unirian of the 1991 graduating class of
versity's Wickliffe Mounds
Murray High School.

Mitzi Jones, 19-year-old sophomore from White Plains, was
named 1991 Miss Murray State
University.
Two house trailers near Hamlin
were destroyed and a third
damaged by fire the afternoon of
March 26, according to a report
from the Calloway County Fire and
Rescue Squad.
Murray Police Dispatcher Bill
McDougal was presented a plaque
for 24 years of service to the Murray Police Department.

APRIL

JUNE

MAY

JULY

Research Center has begun removal
of the human remains found in the
famous "Buried City" near
Wickliffe.
The spirit of America was celebrated with patriotic pride, parades
and protests during Fourth of July
festivities in Murray. The fourth
annual Freedom Fest drew many
people to the day-long events,
which included road races, fireworks, a street fair and other
related events.
Murray inventor Nathan B. Stubblefield has been accepted as the
inventor of radio, at least by Texas
officials at the National Museum of
Radio in Dallas, who hung a portrait of him during a press conference July 8.
The finances of the MurrayCalloway County Senior Citizens
are reportedly in shambles, which
may have cost director Jackie Jordan her job. The newly appointed
Senior Citizens Center Board voted
to dismiss her. July 9.
Thomas L. Osborne of Paducah
and James 0. BLAB of Fulton were
named by Gov. Wallace Wilkinson
to the Murray State University
Board of Regents.
Kathy Hodge was named Humanitarian of the Year at a recent
meeting of the Humane Society of
Calloway County.
While historians at the Smithsonian Institution were hesitant to
change recorded history to include
Murray inventor Nathan B. Stubblefield as the father of radio, a
public recreation of his turn-of-thecentury wireless telegraphy system
in Washington, D.C. Thursday has
muddied the water as to just where
the credit should lie. Bernard Finn,
the Smithsonian Institution's curator of the division of electricity and
modern physics, extended an offer
to Nathan B. Stubblefield's grandson, Troy Cory to accept any and
all artifacts and notes for further
research and exhibit them at the
institution's Museum of American
History.
The transfer of ownership of the
West View Nurisng Home to the
Murray-Calloway County Public
Hospital Corp. was completed at a
meeting July 25.
Selected members of the 614th
Military Police Company who have
volunteered for duty in the Middle
East made some last preparations
before their service begins.

AUGUST
Roger Allan Herndon of Murray,
a cadet in his senior year at the
U.S. Military Academy died in an
airplane crash nat. New Paltz,
N.Y.
Chestnut Street has earned the
number one priority from city officials desisnating a six-year street
improvement plan.
Troy Cory holds a press conference to announce plans for a S32
million development project on
Murray's court square. Plans call
for a 180-bed hotel which will
serve as the home of a branch of
the National Museum of Communi-

cations in Dallas as well as a
pedestrian mall, trolley system,
reflection pool and landscaping.
Wayne Gan, director of the
International American -Chinese
Friendship Society, is coordinating
local efforts to obtain a look at
China through a "sister-city"
agreement.
Calloway County native J.T.
Tidwell receives a Brow/ Star in
recognition of his service in World
War II.
Murray State University officials
are not discouraged after the state
Council on Higher Education
refuses to grant a request for funding for three of MSU's off-campus
centers under a unique proposal.

SEPTEMBER
The Calloway County Jail has
been ordered to shut down as a
full-time facility due to state regulation violations, a move that may
prompt legal action by the county.
More than 30 lbs. of partially
processed marijuana was confiscated and one woman arrested by
the Calloway County Sheriff's
Department in one of the biggest
drug hauls of the year, according to
a department spokesman.
A dream was realized Saturday
(Sept. 7) with the dedication of the
Martha Layne Collins Center for
Industry and Technology. Construction on the $12.5 million facility began in April 1988.
Dr. Ruth Cole , a captain in the
U.S. Naval Nurse Corps Reserves,
was presented with a 50-year-pin
commemorating her service to the
American Red Cross at the Calloway County Red Cross Chapter's
Volunteer dinner Sept. 23.
Karen Hicks was recently welcomed as home economics agent
for the Calloway County Extension
Service. Hicks said she will work
with extension homemakers, assess
county needs and design and
implement educational programs.

OCTOBER
Undergraduate enrollment at
Murray State University this fall is
at an all-time high, 7,022 students.
up 157, or two percent, over the
previous high reached last year.
Pending approval by the end of
the year, the Bank of Marshall
County's owner is planning to open
a new savings bank in Murray.
With little fanfare and no opposition, the Murray City Council
Thursday moved to improve the
city's 911 telephone emergency
service at a SI per line per month
cost to Customers.

Assured of at least a strong possibility of additional funding during this year's General Assembly,
the Murray State University Board
of Regents voted Friday to wait
until after the session for the sale
of bonds for the regional special
events center.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court Tuesday approves Enhanced
911 service for county residents.
Murray High School principal

A LOOK AT SPORTS
The NCAAs, Edgar, Pookie and Popeye
By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger

Tense Sped. Editor

When Steve Newton left Murray
State for South Carolina in July, it
resulted in many changes in the
course of his career and that of the
university, community and region.
Of the many sports stories that
were reported by The Murray Ledger & Times in 1991, change
seemed to be the dominating
theme.
Some of the top sports stories of
the past year were:

Newton leaves for USC
After guiding the Murray State
Racer basketball program to its
greatest heighths, Steve Newton
changed jobs on Wednesday, July
10 to become head coach at the
University South Carolina.
Compiling a record 116-64 over
six seasons with the Racers, the
king of cliches led MSU to its first
NCAA Tournament appearance in
almost 20 years in 1988. In all,
Newton, age 50, won four OVC
titles, taking the Racers to three
NCAA Tournaments and one NIT.
MSU names Edgar
After 11 years as an assistant
under Arkansas head coach Nolan
Richardson, Scott Edgar got the
call he'd been so desperately wanting when Murray State named him

its newest basketball coach an Friday, Aug. 2.
"I think today, athletically, is
highlight of my career," Edgar told
over 150 members of the media
and fans at the Friday morning
press conference in the Curris Center Ballroom. "Personally, this
ranks next to my wedding day and
the birth of my son."
Edgar, 35, was an assistant at
Arkansas when he was chosen by
MSU officials over five finalists.
Greene becomes a Laker
After basketball coaching stops
on the professional and collegiate
levels, Ron Greene changed levels
but not addresses by taking the
position of head basketball coach at
Calloway County High School on
Thursday, July 18.
Greene, who led Murray State to
a 119-78 record over seven seasons, guided the Racers to three
OVC championships. He also
coached at New Orleans, Mississippi State and Indiana State.
Racers eam NCAA berth
Led by seniors Paul King, Greg
Coble and John Jackson, and junior
Popeye Jones, the Murray State
Racers earned its second straight
NCAA berth in March.
After winning a fourth OVC title
in a row, the Racers fell in the first
round to Alabama at the Omni in

Atlanta. The Racers finished the
year with a school-best 24-9
record.
Jones Athlete of the Year
Months after winning his second
straight OVC Player of the Year
award, Murray State junior Popeye
Jones was named the conference's
Male Athlete of the Year.
Jones, who beat out Morehead
quarterback Chris Swartz for the
award, helped the Racers to 24-9
season in 1990-91. He averaged
20.2 points and 14.2 rebounds per
game. While leading the nation in
total rebounds, Jones was second
nationally to LSU's Shaquille
O'Neal in rebounding average.
Pookie gets his shot
Kentucky football coach Bill
Curry made an important change
and Calloway County High School
product Pookie Jones got his longanticipated shot at quarterback for
the Wildcats as a redshirt freshman
on Sept. 28 against Kent.
Jones, Kentucky's Mr. Football
in 1989-90, finished the season as
the Wildcats' No. I signal-caller.
Franklin hangs it up
After three seasons as head
coach of the Calloway County Laker football team, Tony Franklin
needed a change of pace and
stepped down on Friday, Dec. 20 to
pursue other interests.

Franklin, who also coached at
Murray High, compiled an 11-20
record over three seasons.
MSU sticks with Mahoney
During a football season of
intense examination, Murray State
decided not to make a change and
Racer head coach Mike Mahoney
was gjven a vote of confidence by
MSU administrators on Saturday,
Nov. 23.
Mahoney, in his fifth year, finished the 1991 season with a 27-9
loss to Austin Peay and 3-8 record.
Soltani, Keesiar gone
Murray High's soccer program
was devastated by the deaths of
popular assistant coach Mohamad
Soltani and former player Carl
Keeslar.
Mo and Carl's lives changed the
lives' of those in the soccer program and anyone else they came in
contact with. They inspired this
year's Tiger soccer team, Second
District champions.
Lady Lakers pull upset
On Friday, March 2, the Calloway County Lady Lakers changed
the course of a seemingly indelible
Fourth District history by beating
10-time First Region champ Marshall County 73-65 in the finals of
the district tournament.
Freshman Valerie Shelton led the
way with an amazing 39 points.

Bill Wells was selected the 1991
Kentucky Principal of the Year and
will be rewarded for his outstanding educational service with a trip
to Washington, D.C.
Murray State University hopes to
gain more information about John
L. Murray, the town's founder,
through a $8,551 grant from the
Kentucky Bicentennial
Commission.

NOVEMBER
Peoples Bank has filed suit to
stop a Marshall County bank from
acquiring a savings and loan institution in Murray.
Murray State University receives
final word that its share of a total
$31.6 million statewide cut in higher education will be $1,433,200.
Both suspense and surprise were
missing Tuesday as Lt. Gov. Brereton Jones swept the Jackson Purchase in his state-wide landslide victory over Larry Hopkins to become
Kentucky's next governor.
City officials begin preliminary
discussion concerning a mandatory
seat-belt law for city drivers, a
measure that has been some support from residents, according to
Murray Mayor Bill Cherry.
The Calloway County Fiscal
Court granted fianl approval for
Enhanced 911 service for county
telephone customers.
Gov. Wallace G. Wilkinson and
Justice Secretary Ray Corns recently announced the awarding of
$14,914 in federal funds to the
Murray Police Department for
implementation of the D.A.R.E.
(Drug Abuse Resistance Education)
program.
The Murray City Council
approved the Murray Planning
Commission's recommendation to
limit signs to 45 days before and
14 days after an election, but voted
down by an 8-2 vote a measure to
limit the size to four square feet
per sign per candidate per city lot.
The board of commissioners of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
ratified the hiring of Greg Lowhorn
as new administrator for the West
View Nursing Home.
Murray State officials decided
immediately after Saturday's 27-9
loss to Austin Peay that Racer head
football coach Mike Mahoney
would return for the 1992 season.
Murray residents .Whitney and
Amy Curtis set up pen pal-type
program between Soviet and
American families in order to send
food to starving Russians.
Aubrey W. Lippert, Chairman of
the Board And President of Peoples
First Coporation, and Joe Dick,
Chairman of the Board and President of the Bank of Murray
announced that Peoples First and
the Bank of Murray have entered
into a definitive agreement providing for the affiliation of the Bank
of Murray with Peoples First
Corporation.

DECEMBER
Murray State University's 1991
fall enrollment of 8,328 iS the second highest in its history.
WNBS, the radio station that
proclaimed itself "the birthplace of
radio" became silent as a graveyard
at 12:05 p.m. Friday afternoon
when the last employees walked
out and turned off the equipment.
Armed with a whole new
approach, the Murray-Calloway
County United Way shot past their
intended goal of $175,000 Wedneday, reaching the highest amount
of pledges and contributions ever.
Murray State University has
been selected by the Kentucky
Department of Education as a site
for one of eight regional education
service centers.
The Murray High School speech
team continues their winning tradition by winning the Kentucky High
School Speech League's drama
tournament for the fifth year in a
row Tuesday at Bowling Green.
Troy Cory, the owner of WNBS
radio and WNBS-TV says the two
stations will return to the air next
year, the 100th anniversary of his
grandfather's invention, the "wireless telephony."
Murray police say a theft has
been reported at WNBS radio and
WNBS-TV in Murray in which it
is alleged that "thousands of dollars" Of cameras and other television, audio and recording equipment was taken sometime after
2:30 a.m. Tuesday.
Newspaper editor/publisher and
part-time auto body repairman Bob
Harrell was sentenced to five years
in prison with no probabation Friday for driving on a dealer's
license to avoid paying vehicle tax.
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Obituaries

The funeral for Mrs. Tilda Erma
Oakley was Monday at 10 a.m. in
the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Jimmie
Oliver officiated. Ms. Betty Oakley
was organist.
Pallbearers were Jeff Oakley,
James Oakley, Kevin Gamer, Stefan Hutchens, Bobby Dale Oakley
and Paul Bearhead.
Burial was in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to American Cancer Society, Kentucky Division, Inc., 1169
Eastern Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
40217.

Mrs. Oakley, 79, Cadiz, died
Saturday at 4:20 a.m. at Trigg
County Hospital, Cadiz.
The widow of Lois Jiggs Oakley,
she was a member of South Road
Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters,
Mrs. Betty Bearhead, Lansing, Ill,
and Mrs. Diane Skinner, Cadiz;
three sons, Bobby Gene Oakley,
Murray, Billy Ray Oakley, Hardin,
and J. B. Oakley, Cadiz; one sister,
Ms. Lila Oakley, Murray; one
brother, Odell Futrell, Cadiz; 16
grandchildren, two stepgrandchildren, 23 great-grandchildren, and
two great-great-grandchildren.

Mrs. Pearl A. Bazzell
The funeral for Mrs. Pearl A.
Bazzell was Monday at 11 a.m. in
the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Bob Haley officiated.
Pallbearers were Hubert Bazzell,
Ray Bazzell, Fred Newsome, Bob
Bazzell, Albert Bazzell Jr. and Dan
Bazzell.
Burial was in Coldwater Church
of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. BazzeN, 91, Rt. 1, Murray,
Coldwater community, died Saturday at 2 p.m. at Community Hospital, Mayfield.
Her husband, Gernie Lee Bazzell, died in November 1983, and
one daughter, Mrs. Virginia Patterson, died in 1990. Two grandchildren also preceded her in death.
She is survived by two daught-

ers, Mrs. Fred (Robie) Newsome,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Kathleen Watson, RL 7, Mayfield; two sons,
Charles H. Bazzell and wife, Robbie, Rt. 1, Murray, and Wayne
Bazzell and wife, Jackie, Henderson; seven grandchildren, Garrett
Bazzell, Tommie Patterson, Marvin
Patterson, Brenda Sanderson, Joyce
Sullivan, Gerald Newsome and
Lagenia Bazzell.
Also surviving are several greatgrandchildren; two sisters-in-law,
Mrs. Ovie Carter, Mayfield, and
Mrs. Betty Dixon, Kirksey; four
brothers-in-law, Novice Bazzell,
California, James Bazzell and wife,
Mildred, Bob Bazzell and wife,
Dorothy, and Albert Bazzell Jr. and
wife, Emma, all of Murray.

Mrs. Maudena Butterworth
Services for Mrs. Maudena Lawson Butterworth were Monday at 2
p.m. at West Fork Baptist Church.
The Rev. Stephen Cobb officiated.
Music was by the Church Choir,
Andrea Nesbitt, Jeanetta McCallon
and Brenda Wyatt.
Pallbearers were Greg Lawson,
..Kevin Lawson, Randyh Lawson,
Dale Bucy, Jimmy Carter and Tommy Dan Story.
Burial was in West Fork Cemetery with arrangements by J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mrs. Butterworth, 84, Murray,
died Sunday at 4:40 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Her husband, Brent Butterworth,
died Oct. 1, 1974.
A retired employee of Merit Clo-

thing Company, Mayfield, she was
a member of West Fork Baptist
Church and of Penny Homemakers
Club.
Survivors include a brother-inlaw, Fred Butterworth and wife,
Martha, Rt. 1, Murray; four nieces,
Mrs. Linda Story and husband,
Tommy Dan, 1503 Chaucer, Murray, Mrs. Wanda Butler and husband, James, and Mrs. Anita Thurman, Rt. 1, Murray, and Mrs. HonLas Hargrove, Oxnard, Calif.; three
nephews, Ted Lawson and wife,
Mary, Glendale Road, Murray,
Merritt Lawson, Orlando, Na., and
Devoe Bridges and wife, Willie
Mae, Rt. 1, Murray; several greatnieces and nephews.

Bernice Jetton
Funeral rites for Bernice Jetton
were Monday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home,
Mayfield. The Rev. John Snow, the
Rev. Harry Nall and the Rev.
Fredric Coltharp officiated.
Pallbearers were Delton Jetton,
Martin Jetton, Malcom Jetton, John
Jetton, Andy Jetton and Roy Elgin
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Stock Market
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Close 3 p.m. 12/30
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.......361/3 + Is
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.5934 + 3/4
Texaco
Time Warner..............171/4 +
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Jetton, active; Gerald Glenn
tharp, Rayburn Brittain, Ruple
Hendon, Scotty Burton and Jackie
Adair, honorary.
Burial was in Burnett's Chapel
Church Cemetery.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Lourdes Hospice,
Paducah, or the American Cancer
Society.
Mr. Jetton, 81, Rt. 1, Sedalia,
died Saturday at 2:15 p.m. at his
home.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Rupayne Jetton; two daughters,
Mrs. Betty Walston, Centralia, Ill.,
and Mrs. Gerald (Janice) Holmes,
Sedalia; three sons, Bobby Jetton,
Lynn Grove, Raymond Jetton,
Murray, and James Allen Jetton,
Sedalia; 12 grandchildren; three
stepgrandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Mrs. Laura Frizzell Kepner, 74,
Marquess Drive, Paducah, died
Sunday at 12:25 p.m. at Western
Baptist Hospital there.
A retired employee of the International Shoe Company, she was a
member of Broadway Baptist
Church, Paducah.
She was the daughter of the late
Dan Frizzell and Tylene Mahala
Frizzell.
Survivors include one daughter,

Mrs. Maude Wrather

Upon Request

hi, Best hise+lincta

Mrs. Marjorie L. Tull
Services for Mrs. Marjorie L.
Tull were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of A. Groh Schneider
Funeral Home, 431 N. York Road,
Hatboro, Pa.
Burial was in Hillside Cemetery,
Roslyn, Pa.
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
donations to Kirksey United
Methodist Church, Kirksey, Ky.
42054.
Mrs. Tull, 79, of Southampton,

J4.11 Kira W L Lyra b

r Weer WV
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Pa., formerly of Kirksey, died
Saturday at Warminster General
Hospital there. She was the widow
of Alvin Lee Tull.

Her husband, Oury Bennett,
died Dec. 30, 1990. She was a
member of First Christian Church,
Murray.
Survivors include one daughter,
Mrs. Wanda Thompson and husband, Billy, Rt. I, Almo; one son,
Durward Bennett and wife, Ann.
Rt. 2, Murray; one brother, Tom
Hatcher, Paris, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Cindy Bennett and Ricky
Hargrove; one stepgrandchild,
Rhonda Thompson; three greatgrandchildren, Austin Thomas Hargrove, Ashley Taylor Hargrove and
Cody Neer.

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
Independent General Insurance Agent
Representing
8 Insurance Companies

"Free help in filing claims
for my clients"
*1 have a variety of coverage in all types of Health & Life Insurance
•I have a variety of prices. *I can fit the coverage and price for each
individual.

Try Us
What Have You
Got to Lose?
Inches? Pounds?
See us... "your
fitness professionals."

Survivors include four daughters,
Mrs. Marilyn R. Rule, Kirksey,
Mrs. Susanne M. Tempesta, Furlong, Pa., Mrs. Betty Lou Kunkel,
Southampton, Pa., and Mrs. Peggy
J. Daggers, Gouldsboro, Pa.; 12
grandchildren; 10 greatgrandchildren.

Preiniere
I Icalth and Fitness Club
[niver:ity Square • 759-9999

Mrs. Mertie Knight
Funeral rites for Mrs. Mertie Lyda Barrow, Paris, Tenn., and
Knight will be Wednesday at 11 Mrs. Donna Jacobs and husband,
a.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral Warren, Miami, Na.; two sons,
Home of Murray. Burial will fol- Noble Knight and wife, Jane, Murlow in Elm Grove Cemetery.
ray, and Larry Knight and wife,
Friends may call at the funeral Sona, Mayfield; three sisters, Mrs.
home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday). Mary Jane McDougal and husband,
Mrs. Knight, 91, of 505 North Rudy, Mrs. Cordie Murphy and
Fourth St., Murray, died Monday at Mrs. Etna Compton, Murray; two
4:15 a.m. at Murray-Calloway brothers, Tilghman Barrow and
County Hospital.
wife, Jessie, Rt. 2, Murray, and
The widow of Noble D. Knight, Johnny Barrow and wife, Oleva,
she was a member of Scotts Grove Murray.
Baptist Church.
Born Jan. 21, 1900, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late J.W. Barrow and Mittie
Jane Futrell Barrow. She also was
preceded in death by two sisters,
Mrs. Lola Outland and Mrs. Maggie Cook, and one brother, Edmond
1`s.
Barrow.
Survivors include three daughters, Mrs. Scythia Allen and husband, Marvin, Dover, Tenn., Ms.

HOG MARKET
209 Ft. Impression Commercial Carpet Graphic Print
Blue, Beige, Gray

Report not
available
due to
holiday

$8.99 per yd.
$4.50 per yd.
1100 ft. Blue Gray Commercial Plush
5 Rolls Approx. 150 ft. Each 26 oz. Commercial $3.50
Approx. 80 oz. 400 ft. Bark Tan-Beige

300 ft. 28 oz. Commercial Carpet
Teal Green Peach Tan
All Ber-Ber Carpet in Stock

$3.95 per yd.
$6.95 per yd.

Genlse Yarn Carpet 13' Wide Heavy Trace Sculptured
Assorted Colors - Regular Price $14.99 Sale Price
30 125 ft. Rolls - Closeout

$6.99

SINCE 1961

McCLARD'S SHELL STATION fft=
& WRECKER SERVICE
753-9132
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The funeral for Mrs. Thelma
Bennett will today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Miller Funeral Home of
Murray. The Rev. Odell Colson
will officiate. Mrs. Oneida White
will be organist and soloist.
Pallbearers will be Howard Coy,
Kenneth Coy, J.D. Orr, Ronnie Orr,
!lobby Mohler and Charles Smith.
Burial will follow in Brooks
°repel Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.
Mrs. Bennett, 80, Rt. 2, Murray,
died Sunday at 1:10 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

She is survived by several nieces
and nephews including Ms. Evon
Kelley and Mrs. Beauton Brandon,
Murray, and Mrs. Joette Smotherman, Frankfort.

MURRAY
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Her husband, Calvin Wrather,
died in 1965. She also was preceded in death by two sisters, Mrs.
Myrtle Suiter and Mrs. Mary Pace;
one brother, Amos Burks; and one
nephew, Paul Burks.
Born Oct. 4, 1893, in Murray,
she was the daughter of the late
Young Burks and Lucy Pryor
Burks.

Graveside rites for Mrs. Maude
Wrather were Monday at 1:30 p.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. The Rev.
Ronnie McPherson officiated.
Pallbearers were G.T. Brandon,
James Miller, Ricky Miller, W.B.
McCuiston, John Parker and Joe D.
Hopkins.
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home
of Murray was in charge of
arrangements.
Mrs. Wrather, 98, Murray, died
Saturday at 10:40 p.m. at West
View Nursing Home, Murray. She
was a member of Flint Baptist
Church.

U All Home Delivery in Murray and Calloway

Inlormabon
Available

Mrs. Vickie Raye, Paducah; two
sisters, Mrs. Minola Butler, Paducah, and Mrs. Mabel Johnson, St.
Charles, Mo.; one brother, Mahlon
Frizzell, Murray; several nieces
and nephews.
Graveside rites were today at 11
a.m. at Birmingham Cemetery,
Briensburg. The Rev. Bill Crabtree
officiated.
Lindsey Funeral Home of Paducah was in charge of arrangements.

IN

+ 21/4

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
A440logN al

Mrs. Thelma Bennett

Mrs. Laura Frizzell Kepner

Mrs. Tilda Erma Oakley

and adjoining Counties $57.00 per year.
All other subscribers $84.50 per year.
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Thousands of yards of carpet to choose from.
Padding Special Price With Purchase
Hundreds of Short Rolls To Choose From!

Everything must go! Unbelleveable Bargains!

Come By & Get Your FREE Almanac Calendar

The Carpet 8 Vinyl Store
Look for the Old Steam Engines

State
Phone (
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641 South On Hazel Hwy.
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Looking Back

Today in History
Ten years ago
Biologist Vernon Anderson and
Pilot Johnny Parker are pictured
surveying waterfowl population in
Western Kentucky. They do this
every two weeks.
M.C. Garrott Writes about the
days of depression in 1929 and
2930 in his column, "Garrott's
Galley."
Steve Bynum, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Bynum, was among
the third place winners in National
Salute to Agriculture Contest,
sponsored by Hesston Corp., Hesston, Kan. He received S100 cash
award.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Hollingsworth,
Dec. 14.
Dr. Paul Blankenship is pastor of
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church. Truman Whitfield is choir director.
Twenty years ago

Today is Tuesday, Dec. 31, the 365th and final day of 1991.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Dec. 31st, 1946, President Truman officially proclaimed the end of
World War II.
On this date:
In 1775, the British repulsed an attack by Continental Army (lens.
Richard Montgomery and Benedict Arnold at Quebec. Montgomery was
killed.
In 1857, Britain's Queen Victoria decided to make Ottawa the capital
of Canada.
In 1862, President Lincoln signed an act admitting West Virginia to the
Union.
In 1974, private U.S. citizens were allowed to buy and own gold for the
first time in more than 40 years.
In 1978, Taiwanese diplomats struck their colors for the final time from
the embassy flagpole in Washington, marking the end of diplomatic relations with the United States.
In 1980, Canadian communications theorist Marshall McLuhan died at
age 69.
In 1985, singer Rick Nelson, 45, and six other people were killed when
fire broke out aboard a privately owned DC-3 that was taking the group to
a New Year's Eve performance in Dallas.
Ten years ago: Reports-from Poland said Zbigniew Bujak, a top Solidarity leader who managed to elude martial-law authorities, had issued a
New Year's message from his hideout appealing to Polish security forces
to "listen to the voice of their conscience.'
Five years ago: Ninety-seven people were killed and more than 140
injured when fire broke out in the Dupont Plaza Hotel in San Juan, Puerto
Rico. Three hotel workers later pleaded guilty to charges in connection
with the blaze.
One year ago: Vice President Dan Quayle, visiting U.S. troops in the
Persian Gulf region, told them he shared their frustration with Saddam
Hussein's refusal to withdraw from Kuwait. Football coach George Allen
died in Rancho Palos Verdes, Calif., at age 72.
Today's Birthdays: Composer Jule Styne is 86. Nazitunter Simon Wiesenthal is 83. TV producer George Schlatter is 59. Actor Anthony Hopkins is 54. Actress Sarah Miles is 50. Singer John Denver is 48. Actor Ben
Kingsley is 48. Fashion designer Diane Von Furstenberg is 45. Singer
Donna Summer is 43.
Thought for Today: "The past at least is secure.'' — Daniel Webster,
American statesman (1782-1862).

Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis
listed several accomplishments of
the city administration over the
past years which were achieved
through efforts of the mayor and
city council.
Mel Purcell, I2-year-old Murray
youth, advanced to the next round
in Boys, 12 and Under Category of
12th annual Sugar Bowl Junior
Tennis Tournament at New
Orleans, La.
Pictured is the student body of
Shady Hill School in 1913-14.
Charley Turner is teacher.
J.N. Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the Confederacy held its December meeting at
the home of Mrs. John Livesay at
New Concord. Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn is chapter president.
The new Fern Terrace Lodge at
1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray,
will be ready for occupancy on Jan.
1.

Thirty years ago
Judge Waylon Rayburn presided •
for the last time at a meeting of
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
Robert 0. Miller will be judge as
of Jan. I. Other new officials will
be Woodrow Rickman, sheriff;
Douglas Shoemaker, county clerk;
Charles Hale, tax commissioner;
Clyde Steele, jailer; James Blalock,
circuit court clerk; James Overbey,
county attorney. Fiscal court
magistrates will be Noel Warren,
Clyde B. Hale, Noble Brandon,
Cecil Taylor, Martin Young, Thurston Furches and Cecil Holland.
Dr. Charles Mercer, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Mercer of Murray, has been inducted into the Air
Force after completing a part of his
residency in internal medicine at
Miami. Fla.
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Risk, West
Lafayette, Ind., were the guests of
her mother, Mrs. A.B. Austin.

Dear Abby
DEAR READERS: My New
Year's column has become an
annual tradition since 1973.
These New Year's resolutions are
based on the original credo of
Alcoholics Anonymous. I have
taken the liberty of using that
theme with some variations f
my own:
Just for today I will live
through this day only, and not
set far-reaching goals to try to
overcome all my problems at
once. I know I can do something
for 24 houri that would appall
me if I felt I had to keep it up for

a lifetime.
Just for today I will be happy.
Abraham Lincoln said, "Most
folks are about as happy as they
make up their minds to be." He
was right. I will not dwell on
thoughts that depress me. I will
chase them out of my mind and
replace them with happy
thoughts.
Just for today I will adjust
myself to what is. I will face reality. I will correct those things
that I can correct and accept
those things I cannot correct.
Just for today I will improve

my mind. I will not be a mental
loafer. I will force myselfto read
something that requires effort,
thought and concentration.
Just for today I will do something positive to improve my
health. If I'm a smoker,I'll make
an honest effort to quit. If I'm
overweight, I'll eat nothing I
know to be fattening. And I will
force myself to exercise — even
if it's only walking around the
block or using the stairs instead
of the elevator.
Just for today I'll do something I've been putting off for a
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long time. I'll finally write that
letter, make that phone call,
clean that closet or straighten
out those dresser drawers.
Just for today, before I speak
I will ask myself,"Is it true? Is it
kind?"and ifthe answer to either
of those questions is negative, I
won't say it.
Just for today I will make a
conscious effort to be agreeable.
I will look as good as I can,dress
becomingly, talk softly, act
courteously and not interrupt
when someone else is talking.
Just for today I'll not improve
anybody except myself.
Just for today I will have a
program. I may not follow it exactly, but I will have it, thereby
saving myself from two pests:
hurry and indecision.
Just for today I will gather
the courage to do what is right
and take the responsibility for
my own action*.
To one and all: Have a happy,
healthy new year. And to ensure
a happy new year for everyone
else, if you're driving, don't
drink, and if you're drinking,
don't drive. Have a designated
driver or take a cab.
— LOVE, ABBY
P.S. God bless our men and
women in uniform in every corner of the world where our flag
is flying. And let us not forget
those patriotic Americans who
are serving their country in the
Peace Corps, as well as those
who have served and are now in
veterans' hospitals and nursing
homes.
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Forty years ago
Sgt. Herbert C. Denham of Hazel
was awarded the Purple Heart
recently at 141st General Hospital,
Japan, where he is a patient. He
was wounded in action in Korea.
Mrs. J.C. Hamilton has died
from injuries sustained in a two.
vehicle accident on Dec. 27 near
Puryear, Tenn.
John W. Mclvor, airman apprentice, United States Navy, is now
stationed with Heavier Than Air
Patrol at Jacksonville, Fla.
Mrs. William Adams presented a
lesson and prepared a buffet meal
for members of East Hazel Homemakers Club held at the hope of
Mrs. Robert Craig.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed a
book, His Eye Is On the Sparrow,
at a dinner meeting of Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist
Church held at Murray Woman's
Club House.
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11 Si

1 Time gone by
4
6 Balance
11 Entrance
13 Piece set in
15 Therefore
16 Heroic
events
18 Tehran's
country
19 Old name for
Tokyo
21 Three-hand
card game
22 Yes, to Juan
23 "Cry —"
26 Hard-shelled
fruit
29 Secure
31 Thick slice
33 Proceed
34 Agave plant
35 Suitable
38 Depot abbr
39 French
article
40 Hypothetical

force
41 Act
43 Beams
45 Write
47 Not physical
50 "— Thee I
Sing"
52 Distant.
prefix
53 Scottish cap
56 Great Lake
58 City in
Turkey
60 Neon symbol
61 Feel
Indignant at
63 Aromas
65 Mediterranean
vessel
66 Hebrew
letter
67 Forerunner
of CIA
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57 Legal matter
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I recently began
using a line of skin-care products that
contains human placenta extract.
Yesterday my hairdresser told me it
could be possible to contract AIDS,
since the placenta is a blood product.
Could this be true?
DEAR READER. In theory this
could be true, but it is a virtual impossibility. I suppose, under the most improbable circumstances, you could
contract AIDS and other blood-born
diseases from skin creams containing
products such as human placenta. The
placenta would have to be infected
with the human immunodeficiency virus, which would have to survive extensive processing — and, finally,
you'd have to apply the cream to an
abrasion or cut for the virus to enter
your system. Remember that AIDS is
spread primarily through intimate
contact and the transmission of blood
products.
Although I sympathize with your
hairdresser's concerns, the chances of
your getting AIDS from skin cream
are infinitesimally small. Nonethe- •
less, why would anyone want to use a
cosmetic that contains extract of afterbirth? I don't get it.
To provide further information on
AIDS. I am sending you a free copy of
my Health Report "Blood — AIDS."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I suffer from
sugar diabetes, have been totally
blind for the past six years and have
been on dialysis for the past five. Early in 1990 I was struck with Bonnier's
syndrome and constantly see things
that are not actually there — rivers,
animals, monster faces and other objects that stand in my way of functioning in my daily routine.
I constantly get lost in my own
home, dodging these imaginary figures. I'm told Bonnier's syndrome has
not been extensively researched and
that there is no cure or medication for
control of my outbreaks. Can you offer any encouragement or support?
DEAR READER. Bonnier's syndrome is an extremely rare affliction
caused by a malfunction of part of the
brain (Deiters' nucleus), leading to
vertigo and a variety of disturbances
affecting the eyes and ears. I've never
seen a case of Bonnier's syndrome
and neither have my neurological
consultants, who cannot offer further
information about prognosis or treatment
Apparently, in your case, you had
some kind of circulatory event, such
as a mild stroke, that resulted in damage to brain tissue. This injury caused
you to have visual hallucinations.
in ist: NrwseApicn vennwpinnt 474
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Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
'Monday Edition
Friday 3 p.m.
Tuesday Edition
Saturday 10 am.'
Wednesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
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040
050

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Card of Thanks
In Memory
Lost & Found

060
090
100
110

Help Wanted
Situation Wanted
Business Opportunity
Instruction

020
025
030

FARMERS MARKET
190
Farm Equipment
370
Livestock & Supplies
390
Poultry & Supplies
400
Produce
550
Feed & Seed

130

380

For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
, Articles For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Antiques
Vacuum Cleaners
Sewing Machines
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
T.V. & Radio
Pets & Supplies

410

Public Sale
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260
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560
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DRIVERS.'Minimum age
23. •1 year OTR expetience 'Spousal riding program. 'Good pay and benefits. •24¢/mile to start
McClendon Trucking Co.,
1-800-633-7233
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TO PLACE AN AD CALL

753-1916

ATTENTION: Wholesalers
and retailers. Here are
some items we have tor
sale and many more: 119pc
tool set, sample is $50, 1
doz. $540. Musical carousel, sample $15, 1 doz.
$147.60. Genuine shell
earring, sample $3, 1 doz.
$28.80. For more information call 492-8869.

1992 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
The Medicare Catastrophic Coverage Act
has been repealed. Your
need has never been
greater far a comprehensive Medicare Supplement plan. Deductibles,
co-insurance and "nonapproved" charges can
cause your out-of-pocket
expenses to mount up.
The Part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been increased to $662 in 1992.
For moire information
call:

McConnell
Insurance Agency

INGS.

NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future?
You may qualify if:'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma, 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We are an E.O.E. This
project is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Council- J.T.P.A.
Cal J.T.P.A, Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8a.m.-11:30a.m.
SONIC is looking for dayshift employees only. All
positions available. Apply
in person at 217 S. 12th,
Murray. Ask for Lewis.

WANTED Alterations to do
n my home. Experienced
alteration lady new to the
area 753-1379.
WILL do house cleaning.
Call after 7pm. 753-1016.

753-4199

NEED cash, buying 1960-s
G.I. Joe's. Bill, 492-8103
USED and antique furniture, glass, tools, quilts.
901-642-6290

MILLIONAIRES MILLIONAIRES, PANG BURN'S CANDY IS BACK
IN MURRAY. Charlie's
Safe-T Pharmacy.
STUDENT desks, wood,
39-x21. Many to choose
from, in light and dark finish. $25/ea. See at South
4th and Elm Streets, or call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights.
SUNTAN BOOTH, $2600
firm, small space needed,
commercial or residential.
PERSONAL SAUNA,
$1600 firm, commercial or
residential. SPA, $3000
firm, 34 deep, seats 5
adults, additional options.
Call (502) 753-3488.
USED office desks, chairs
and filing cabinets, some
fireproof. All shapes, sizes
and colors, wood and
metal. See at South 4th and
Elm Streets, or call
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights.

'our 29th year ofservice"

Business
Opponunity
AURORA Pizza Magic.
Open all year at 5pm.
Closed Mon and Tues.
4 7 4 - 8 1 1 9 ,
1-800-649-3804
NEW Years Eve Party at
Sandy's Stateline. Featuring Triple X Band, food and
champagne. Designated
drivers if needed.
$10/couple.

AVON Representatives
needed in this area. Be
your own boss, insurance
available. Free jewelry gift
with appointment kit. Call
assistant manager.
753-0171.
COMMERCIAL Artist.
Opening for commercial artist at advertising agency,
experience required. Salary based on experience.
Send resume, references
and salary history to: P.O.
Box 1067, Hopkinsville, KY
42241-1067.

SUCCESSFUL 8 year old
modeling school and
agency in Evansville
wishes to offer a franchise
opportunity in the Murray,
KY area. Big income potential. Minimum investment,
$40,000. Interested parties
contact J. Cates at
812-473-4800
or
812-473-7208.

ANTIQUES by the piece o
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm.

KING-Size waterbed,
bookcase headboard, 6
drawer pedestal. $175. 25"
color console N. $125.
489-2694.
QUEEN-size, bookcase
headboard waterbed.
$100. 753-0253.

ARNOLD Palmer 'Axioms'
golf clubs, one year old.
Three iron through sand
wedge. Call 753-5904.

TING" Golf Clubs, only 9
CASH for mobile home months old One iron, then
tires $7-$12 each. three iron through wedge
527-2932
Call 753-5904
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, pistols, shotguns.
Benson Sporting Goods,
519 S. Hwy 641, Murray.
753-1342.
FIREWOOD for sale, Oak
LOW priced washer, dryer and Hickory. Cut to order.
and refrigerator in good op- 474-8086, daytime
erating condition. 753-9808 after 5 30pm.
753-3018
FIREWOOD for sale
759-4401
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD, green or seasoned. 753-5476
FIREWOOD. Delivered,
$30. Pick-up, $20.
436-5598

Monday Night Dec. 23 & 30
at 7:00 (Because of the holidays)

OAK, no bark. $20 pickedup. Murray. 436-5560

(Doors open at GOO)

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 94 west to Johnny Robertson Road,
south to Sq. Haile Road, right on Sq. Hale Road

mile

L PROCEEDS C.0 10 CHARM,
P. 3 BOX 1033
/5 .1 0166
Morro

PIANO tuning and repair
759-9661

Sonic is now looking for a few good people for
positions as follows

Assistant Manager • Manager in Training
The Opportunities Are Endless!
Cell Lewis For An Appointment

759-9885

YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of their ads for any error. The
Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible for only one incorrect insertion Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be made

Classified Ad Rates
Display

Rental
280
Mobile Homes For Rent
285 Mobile Home Lots For Rent
300
Business Rentals
310
Want To Rent
320
Apartments For Rent
330
Rooms For Rent
340
Houses For Rent
360
For Rent or Lease

270
365
420
430
440
450
460

Sales
Mobile Homes For Sale
For Sale Or Lease
Home Loans
Real Estate
Lots For Sale
Farms For Sale
Homes For Sale

120
230
250
290
530 ....

insurance
Exterminating
_Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

PRIVATE Investigato
D.B.A. Confidential Investi
gations, Southside Shop
ping Center, Suite $102
Murray, 753-2641.

470
480
485
490
495
500
510
520

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

Business
Rentals
1900 sq.ft. of storage
space or work shop.
Electricity, gas heat,
restrooms and loading ramp.
Call Allison Photography
7534809

Dixieland Center
Excellent Location
Call 753-9506
or 759-4081

1, 2, or 3 BEDROOM turnshed apartments near
k4SU 753-6111 days or
753-0606 nights

1"

2"

1

5.00

10.00

15.00 20.00

25.00 30.00 35.00 40.00 45.00 50.00

2

8.00

16.00

24.00 32.00

40.00 48.00

541.00

64.00

72.00 80.00

3

1.40.00 30.00 40.00

50.00 60.00

70.00

80.00

90.00 100.00

4

15.00 30.00

45.00 60.00

75.00 90.00 105.00 120.00 135.00 150.00

5

18.00 36.00

54.00 72.00

90.00 108.00 126.00 144.00 162.00 180.00

6

20.00 40.00

60.00 80.00 100.00 120.00 140.00 160.00 180.00 200.00

3"

4"

5"

6"

'7"

8"

Y'

10"

Yard Sale 87.50 Per Day Prepaid
Reader Ads:
250 per word $5.00 minimum 1st day.
5c per word per day for each additional consecutive day.
$1.50 extra for shopper (Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide.)
$2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Used
Cars
1BR apartment. Water and
appliances furnished. No
pets, references required.
753-3949.

NOW accepting consignments for Jan 4, 1992 auction. Call Farris Auction
Company, 492-8796/8795

1BR brick, furnished, carport, patio, new carpet. No
pets. $275/mo. 753-6931.
1BR furnished Some utilities paid. Close to university and hospital. 753-4012
or 753-8756.
1 or 2BR apts near downtown Murray. Also 3 to 4br
house. 753-4109.

KOPPERUD REALTY ofers a complete range o
Real Estate services with a
wide selection of quality
homes, all prices.
753-1222, toll free
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext.
711L.

2BR duplex with carport
W/D hook-up, central H/A. RE/MAX Properties Ltd.
Newly redecorated. No Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
pets $350/mo. Northwood Bob Haley Bel-air Center.
Subdvn. 753-4487.
753-SOLD
2BR duplex Nice neighborhood. Newly decorated.
References, deposit required. No pets. $275/mo.
436-2816 anytime.
28R Executive Apartment.
Appliance‘ deck, lawn
maintenance, central H/A
Available 1/15/92. Coleman RE, 753-9898.

Lots
For Sala
FALL Special_ All lots in
Lynnwood Heights Subdivision, 3 3 miles west of Murray. Hard surfaced roads,
city water, natural gas, cablevision, reasonably restricted. Phced from $4500
to $6500. Nice wooded lots
included. 753-5841 or
753-1566.

DELUXE duplex; 2br,
2bath, central gas heat, appliances, garage Available
12x50 REGE, house-type 12/1/91. Coleman RE,
roof, large outbuilding. 753-9898.
$5000. 753-0253.
Farms
NEW, 2br, energy efficient
1991 CHAMPION. 16x80, apartment, central H/A,
For Sale
3br, 2 bath. Very nice, all W/D hook-up. Available
125 ACRE farm and 3b
the extras! 759-9220 after Jan. 2, 759-9439
house 474-2361.
6pm or leave message.
TAKING applications for
CUMMINGS Meter Poles section 8 rent subsidized
Specializing in mobile apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedhome electric services. 200 rooms. Apply Hilldale Apts.
amp. $375. 100 amp $325. Hardin, Ky. or call
2BR, 1 bath, newly remod
435-4027.
502-437-4113 EHO
eled. Central H/A, 1 ca
FOR sale or rent, 14x70
garage, now renting. Lynn
with additions on small lot.
Rooms
Grove, 753-6633.
Located in Almo. Available
For Rent
2BR Cabin for sale in Lake
Jan 1st. 753-0410.
AVAILABLE now. 1 bed- Shores, KY. Good lake
JANUARY Clearance Sale room of 2 bedroom duplex view. Also, extra lot. Drastinow in progress! Save big $200/mo + 'A utilities. If cally reduced to $12,500.
bucks on all homes, new interested, phone Scott 901-584-8882.
and used. Dinkins Mobile 753-9233 before 2prn.
3BR, 2 bath, living room,
Homes, Inc., Hwy 79E,
dining room, oak cabinets,
Paris, TN. 1-800-642-4891.
ceiling fans, beautifully deNICE 14x65 2br, 2 bath
corated, 1750 sq. ft. 24x24
with extras. Very clean, prdetached garage. 3 miles
iced reasonable. For infor- SMALL 2br house
East of Murray $53,000.
mation, call 354-6705 after $275/mo. plus deposit. l'A 753-0954.
6Pni
miles 641 South. 753-6156.
SMALL A/C, appliances,
Auto
partially furnished Front
Servkes
For Rent
porch and steps. $3900
Crises.
759-9374 after 3pm.
ALL auto repair and sand3BR, 2 bath condo in Mur blasting 759-4836 days,
ray for sale or lease 436-5322 evenings
Mobile
753-3293. NEW and used tires Key
Homes For Rent
Auto Parts Hwy 1215
1 or 2 BEDROOM mobiles
753-5500
in Mobile Home Village
Gas or electric heat, central
air, appliances and water
DSON Company. Sad
furnished. Coleman RE, dies, Bridles & Horse sup
753-9898.
plies. 753-4545, 759-1823 1967 MUSTANG convert
2BR furnished mobile 753-6763
ble 289 cuin. V-8, p/s
home in Hazel. 492-8526
local car, $5500 753-8869
after 5pm.
2BR. No pets. 753-9866
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas. Walking distance to college. 753-5209.

Days

TRANSPORTATION

Miscellaneous
COINS and stamps make
wonderful presents, investments and hobbies. We
also feature proof sets,
silver dollars, coin and
stamp supplies, foreign
coins and paper money.
See our fine selection today
in Murray at Book Rack
(Dixieland Shopping Center) and Treasure House
(Southside Manor), also at
Toonerville Trolly Antique
Store, (in Hazel, formerly
the Ox-Yoke), Mercantile
(Aurora) and Cissy's Gifts
and Antiques (Fulton). We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates. CHRISTOPHER'S COINS,
753-4161.

Ads

40% Discount 2nd Run, 60% Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$I Si: per column inch extra for Tuesday

SERVICES

1979 LINCOLN Continental .Mark V. Loaded, sun
AKC puppies. Various roof, good condition
breeds. 615-746-5355.
$1100. 753-4603
DAISY Grooming Saturday, by appointment 1981 HONDA Prelude.
1977 Accord. Both for $400
753-7819.
OBO. 753-5654 after 4pm.
HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home. 1982 NISSAN 280Z,
Classes or private lessons loaded, 5-speed, t-tops Al
Serving Murray for over new parts, must see
753-7710.
12yrs 436-2858.

RETAIL SPACE
FOR RENT
The Time Has Never Been Better
To Join Our Family
Sonic Is Th. Fastest Growing Drive In
Restaurant Chain In AmsrIca
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TUESDAY. DECEMBER 31. 1991

RJR HOME REPAIRS
General Repairs, Painting and Papering
Vinyl Siding and Replacement Windows
Decks, Patios and Storage Buildings
Roofing and Welding

Robert J.
Rutherford
(502) 753-0468

1988 HONDA Accord LXI.
4-door, black w/tan interior,
5-speed, 77xxx miles, new
Michelin tires. Excellent
condition. $7800.
759-4717
1988 PONTIAC LeMans
Good condition, am/fm, a/c,
5-speed $3100 or $500
and assume payments
753-0382
1990 BONNEVILLE LE
Fuel injected, V-6, auto,
loaded w/equipment Velour interior, aluminum
wheels, good tires. Excellent condition. $9850.
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights.
1990 CELEBRITY Station
Wagon. Charcoal grey,
V-6, auto, cruise, velour
interior. $6150. 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights.
1990 TOYOTA Corolla.
Blue, 4-door, ps/pb, air.
753-5216.
1991 CADILLAC Sedan
DeVille, very low mileage
Contact Chuck or John,
753-1893
1991 CHEVY Beretta, 8500
miles, V-6, automatic
435-4579
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorrns.
PORSCHE Carrera Targa
1986, factory turbo, wide
body, black, like new
$29,000. 753-2274 or
404-565-6388.

Simko*
Offered
APPLIANCE REPAIRS:
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers. Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work and parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455

CHIMNEYS 'R Us.
Licensed Sweeps. Specializing in fireboxes, chimneys, dampers, general
home improvements and
repairs All work guaran
teed Call Tim at 753-7350

APPLIANCE SERVICE. Al TREE Service. Stump
Kenmore, Westinghouse, removal and spraying. Free
Whirlpool. 30+ years ex- estimates. 753-0906 after
perience Bobby Hopper, 5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495
436-5848.
AAA Additions. Decks,
BACKHOE Service - ROY vinyl siding, carpentry
HILL Septic system, drive- work, house and floor levelways, hauling, foundations, ing, drive-ways 40+ years
etc 759-4664
experience. Free esti ,
BLOCK, brick, concrete fin- mates. Call collect
ishing. Basements foot- 901-247-5173.
ings, garages, drives, ALPHA Builders - Carpenwalks. 30yrs. experience try, remodeling, porches,
13yrs. in Murray area
roofing, concrete, drive753-5476 Charles Barnett. ways, painting, mainteCHIM Chim Chimney nanctretc. Free estimates
Sweeps has 10% senior citi- 489-2303.
zen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens. DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blow435-4191.
ing ceilings. 753-4761
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
LICENSED for electric,
and Cooling Service_ Comgas, refrigeration. Installaplete installation and sertion and repair. Free estivice. Call Gary at
mates. 753-7203.
759-4754.

APPLIANCE REPA
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Kelvinsttop•Emerson-Brown
*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Alibritten
. I Inc
. .
1989 FORD Club Wagon
XL ps/pb, air, cruise, tilt,
V-8, auto, 2 rear seats.
Excellent condition. $8250.
753-7668 days or
753-2394 nights.

Mathis Transmission
Service
624 N. 4th St., Murray

753-6374
Specializing

in front wheel drive,
overdrive, automatic RI standard
transmissions.
1984 BRONCO. 78,000
miles. 753-0305 after 5pm.

We Service What We Sell
* FREE ESTIMATES *

1987 DODGE Ram 150LE.
45,000 miles, one-owner,
local truck, loaded, swb
753-8869 after 5pm.

12 Month 12,000 Mile Warranty

1988 FORD Custom F-150,
a/c, ps/pb, straight 6 cyl.,
heavy duty suspension,
5-speed, am/fm radio,
never wrecked. $4950.
753-1323. After 5pm,
753-5763.
1989 DODGE Dakota
White, V-6, auto, ps/pb, a/c,
extra sharp. 753-5216.
1990 XLT Ford Ranger,
fully loaded $10,500 or
take over payments.
753-0237 or 436-2092.

1975 AIRSTREAM. 3111.,
rear bath. Michelin tires,
alloy wheels, awnings allaround Road ready
753-0114

1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent condibon. $1000. Call James at
435-4425.
75HP EVINRUDE outboard motor. Excellent
Condition. $700. Call
James at 435-4425

DAVID SMITH
Construction
New Homes
Residential - Commercial
Additions - Metal Pole Barns
15 Yrs. Experience • Free Estimates
Route 1, Box 139D
PHONE:
Benton, Ky. 42025
502-437-3926

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent
MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits. For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
ANY remodeling, painting
& roofing References
759-1110

Hoplunsville Fed. Say. Bldg.
7th at Main, Murray, Ky.

•
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Mother arraigned on charges of beating son

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in in'aid and handcarved carpeting Rug binding and
fringing Free estimates
753-7614

•

Servkis
Offered

ServIces
Offered

LITWILLER Building Farm
and residential set-up for
large projects Our business is built on quality
382-2214

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service

PAINTING interior and exterior Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
•

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local references 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

r.

•

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24-hour emergency, sameday service 489-2525
PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

KITCHEN CABINET RECOVERY existing doors &
frames with woodgran formica all colors Free estimates Wulff s Recovery
Murray 436-5560
LASER Printing Service
Cali for pricing We also do
copying. 5c a letter size
Available at
copy
McClure's Tropical Fish
759-9513
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
For all your carpet and upholstery cleaning call
753 5827 Free estimates,
satisfied references DUPONT CERTIFIED for
Stainmaster
LEES Carpet Cleaning
Pipes broken,Hot water
heater leaking, Washer
overflow,Let us help Call
753-5827 Free Estimates

•

Horn.Nee&

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No jobs too big or
too small 759-1835
ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel. sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545.
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including.
6011 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day Of nite, 753-5484

the assault charge Monday in
Boone District Court. She was
being held in lieu of $50,000 bond.
Prosecutors did not return telephone calls Monday for comment.
Mrs. McCormick, who has two
other children, telephoned for an
ambulance Sunday morning and
told authorities Andrew was
injured in a fall down some stairs,
police said.
Emergency personnel took the
child to Carroll County Memorial
Hospital and then transferred him
to Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, where he died.
The boy suffered severe head
injuries and bruises around the
back of his hips, said Tim Webster,

a spokesman for Carroll County
Memorial Hospital. When the child
left the Carroll County hospital, he
was not breathing on his own,
Webster said.
Carroll Circuit Judge Charles
Satterwhite followed the recommendation of a state social worker
on Nov. 20 and gave Mrs. McCormick custody of her two oldest
children, Andrew, and Jessica, 4.
A third child, Matthew, who will
be 2 next month, already was living with the mother.
Mrs. McCormick's ex-husband,
Roy Lee McCormick, first had custody of Andrew and Jessica, then
they were turned over to the grandmother, Hazel Heitzrnan of Glen-

coe, according to court records.
After the McConnicks' divorce
beeline final in June, Mrs. McCormick took Mrs. Heitzman, 63, to
court to gain custody of the
children.
Norma Cecil, the state social
worker who evaluated Mrs. McCormick, said Monday she recommended that the mother regain custody of the two despite indications
of abusive behavior in the past.
In June 1987, Charlene McCormick was convicted of fourthdegree assault for scratching Mrs.
Heitzman with her fingernails.
"At this time, she was following
through with everything," Ms.
Cecil added, however.

the wheel
Man faces charges after letting daughter take
daughter drive for about three

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A man accused of letting his
12-year -old daughter drive his
truck for three hours while he was
on a drinking binge has been
SHEETROCK finishing, charged with drunken-driving and
textured ceilings Larry endangering his four children,
Chrisman 492-8742
authorities said.
Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results *

Free estiREFINISHING stripping, PLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
custom woodworking
Same day service All work
753-8056
guaranteed 492 8816
Home
ROCKY COLSON
HADAWAY Construction
Repair Roofing, siding, THE Gutter Co Seamless
Home remodeling, paint- painting, plumbing. con- aluminum gutters variety
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, crete Free estimates Call of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available South dealer.
floor covering No job too 474 2307
759-4690
small 436-2052
Neither side vulnerable.
WELDING Portable weldNORTH
HANDYMAN will do plumb- ing service truck bed VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
•K 7 6
ing electric and carpentry swaps, dumpster repair, Service Center, cleaning
J 97 3
Reasonable rates
security bars for doors No servicing $15, most repairs
• K 98 4
753-9838
job too small Call nights or $35 all brands 3rd Street,
Aim°, Open 9-12, 1-5
4A Q
leave message 753-7161
HAULING yard work tree
Mon -Fri , 753-0530
EAST
WEST
removal, mowing Free es WE do wallpapering, pant4A QJ3
tirnates 759-1683
ing, cleaning. etc Exper- WILL do plumbing, installa- + 1092
—
ienced and references Ask tion and repairs All guaran- V Q 10 4
INSULATION Blown In By
teed 753-4355, 753-113.4 • 10 6-3
•Q J 75
Mary 502-753-7941
for
Sears TVA approved
+86542
J 1093
Save on those high heating
SOUTH
and cooling bills Call Sears
+854
753-2310 for tree estimate
DAVIDSON Roofing and
Construction Special
winter rates 30 years experience Written guarantee Local references
753-5812

•••

We On Cleaning
a Painting
Build Roefevers, Storage
Building,• Decks
Install Combo, &Ingle •
PaLlo Doors, K.Rok &
T Lek Vinyl Skirting
White & Silver Reef
Coatings • Extarter
& Intanor Windows
See Us For All YOUl
Mobil.
idzIler Furnace. end Air
Conditioning

PAINTING Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

GALLOWAY Roofing 10%
Discount thru December
Specializing in new roots.
re roofs, and tear offs
Guaranteed work Merry
Christmas' 502-753-7941
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642

f

30

530
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WARSAW, Ky. (AP) — A
mother who gained custody of her
2-year-old son last month was
arraigned Monday okcharges of
beating the boy, who'authorities
said died from his injuries.
State Police Capt_ Lonnie Moert
said Charlene McCormick, 26, of
Warsaw, was charged Sunday with
beating Andrew McCormick, who
had been returned to her in November following a custody battle.
The boy died about 3:30 a.m.
EST Monday at a Louisville
hospital.
Moen said he expected the commonwealth's attorney's office to
file additional charges against Mrs.
McCormick, who was arraigned on

Wilson L. Rowell, 36, of Wilmington, Ohio, was charged with
DUI and four counts of wanton
endangerment after an anonymous
caller told Bowling Green police
about a possible drunken driver at a
service station late Saturday night.
Rowell was traveling to Louisia-

na with his four children, ages 7 to
12, according to police. Police also
charged Rowell with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia
after searching his truck.
Police said the children told
them in interviews that Rowell
allegedly made his 12-year-old

hours on interstate highways
because he was drinking. The
children were being taken to their
mother's home in Louisiana, police
said.
Rowell was held in the Warren
Counly Regional Jail •

Contract Bridge

From One Extreme to the Other

Bad Luck Is Not Always Fatal.

eft

since a 2-1 division is a 78 percent
probability.
South is now in danger of going
down in a contract that a moment
before seemed almost certain. The
fate of the hand now appears to rest
entirely on the location of the ace of
spades. But to lead a spade towards
dummy at this point, hoping to find
West with the ace, would be relying
too much on the element of luck. In
the actual case, such a move would
prove fatal.
Instead, declarer adopts an apthat offers a chance to make
proach
2
5
6
8
K
A
•
the contract irrespective of which
• A2
defender has the spade ace. After
4K 7
CUSTOM KITCHEN C.UPNETS
the king of trumps,the A-K
cashing
bidding:
The
G
11110009/001UN
CUSTOM
and ruffing a diamond,
diamonds,
of
East
North
West
South
Of:
All Types
king to the ace and
club
the
leads
he
Pass
3
Page
1
Custom Woodworking
plays dummy's last diamond. East
4
plays the queen but, instead of ruffOpening lead — jack of clubs.
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
South discards a spade!
ing,
dedeals
most
of
outcome
The
-Drop by & see our showroom
East is now well and truly
Poor
defenders'
the
pends largely on how
40S SUNBURY MURRAY Manioc, Bunny Based
75.1.5610
cards are divided. Declarer'sjob is to endplayed. A spade return estabtake advantage of a favorable lie lishes dummy's king, while a club
•
when that condition exists, and — return allows South to discard anequally important — to overcome an other spade as dummy ruffs the club.
By adopting this line of play,
unfavorable lie of the cards when
declarer gives himself an extra
that condition exists.
Consider this case where South chance for the contract. He does not
is in four hearts and West leads the know which defender has the diajack of clubs. Declarer wins with mond length, or where the ace of
dummy's queen and plays a trump spades is located, but it costa him
,
foundation
complete
to the ace, East showing out. This is nothing to explore the possibility of
Block, brick, stone,
concrete work, sidewalks & patios covered a very disappointing development, endplaying East.
with brick. Fireplaces a specialty.

Smith
Masonry

notrump would surely have been
West dealer.
misleading with 7-4-1-1 distribution
North-South vulnerable,
and only four high-card points.SimiNORTH •
larly,two diamonds would also have
•3
been misleading, since North was
V J 986
woefully short of the 10 points nor•QJ 98632
mally required for a suit response on
+6
two level.
the
EAST
WEST
So the Swedish South became
K QJ 8 5
+92
declarer at one spade and made two
Q3
K 10 7 5 4 2
for a score of 110 points (including
•7
•K
Q 8 4 3 2 the 50 points awarded in duplicate
*J 10 7 5
bridge for making a partscore).
SOUTH
When a Greek pair held the
4 A 10 7 6 4
North-South hands,the bidding was
A
far more spirited:
• A 1054
South
West North East
4A K9
1 NT
1+
Pass
Pass
The bidding:
•
6
Pass
•
3
2
South
West North East
Here it was East who opened the
1
Pass
Pass
Page
bidding with one spade. The Greek
Pass
Pass
Pass
South overcalled with one notrurnp
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
This deal occurred in a match and spent no time fiddling around
between Sweden and Greece. It is a after West bid two hearts and North
striking example of what an enor- bid three diamonds. South leapt
mous effect one innocent little bid straightaway to six, which was eascan have.on the outcome of a hand. ily made with an overtrick for a score
When the North-South cards were of 1,390 points, giving Greece a gain
held by a Swedish pair, the bidding of 1,280 points on the deal!
Had East not opened the bidding
went as shown. In standard bidding
methods, South's opening spade bid with one spade —certainly a reasonwas entirely normal, and while able action in third seat — the Greek
North's pass is debatable, his action South might very well also have
wound up in one spade, making two,
was reasonable.
Actually, North had no satisfac- instead of six diamonds, making
tory response to the spade bid. One seven.

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
For A Job Obne Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

Mental Health
Family Preservation Services
Carey Counseling Center, Inc. has six immediate positions for a new family preservation
program. The following positions are available
for persons holding a degree in mental health or
other related field:
Program Coordinator - Masters level with
2-5 years experience
Master Level Therapist (3) - Expenenc,c
preferred
Bachelors Level Therapist (2).
Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to: Clinical Director
Carey Counseling Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
Clean out your closets and basement with a

classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1,1992
(Far your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE mote domestic tranquillity by not
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: making unnecessary demandson your
You can have the last laugh if you mate.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22): Seize
handle a delicate situation with sensitivity. Showmore trust in your own a chance to acquire an interesting
judgment. A bold,decisive approach property — it could mean greater
is favored. A shrewd business deci- financial security. A subtle approach
sion helps you outperform your com- works best. If you can,delay signing
petitors in March. An investment you a contract until next week.
:LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Poolmake next summer holds rich promresources with an associate will
ing
to
key
the
is
line
ise. Self-discip
stunning career success next fall. benefit both of you. A creative project
Travel is best postponed until after is a source of additional income. An
attractive co-worker could become a
Thanksgiving.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON love interest.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
THIS DATE:author Isaac Asimov,
singer Roger Miller,opera star Renata loved one would appreciate hearing
from you now. Do notlose sight of
Tebaldi. football's Calvin Hill.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): the trees for the forest. Try to earn
There are limits to what can be ac- some extra money to offset your
complished now. Avoid risky finan- holiday bills. Thrift is essential.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
cial ventures, even if a pal says they
are OK. A cautious approach will 2I):. A collaborative research project
keep you out of harm's way. Stand could produce a surprise. Everyone
involved feels euphoric! Postpone
firm.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): Be signing important papers until next
careful not to blame someone else for week. Be sure to give credit where it
a mistake you made. A lack ofcandor is due.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
could lead to domestic upsets. Hold
your romantic passions in check to- "Things are moving fast now and you
may be hard pressed to keep up with
night. Assess mate's mood.
Persevere! Your dedication and
them.
You
201:
ne
21-Ju
GEMINI(May
may have things down to a science hard wort will be richly rewarded in
where your work is concerned, but the near future. Profits rise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
you must still contend with fickle
chance. Have an alternative plan in Nothing can hold you back for long
mind. Get your body in better shape. once you haie set your mind on
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): getting something done.Rely on longWhen opportunity knocks,unlock the established methods at work. Your
door. A message from someone at a co-workers may still be focusing on
distance gives you an intuitive flash. holiday fun.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): An
Adjust your schedule to accommodate
excellent day to buy or sell property.
a loved one's needs.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Keeping Your quiet self-assurance impresses
appointments on time will lighten others. A give-and-take attitude will
your work load. Share any good news help romance become truly special.
with those closest to your heart. Pro- Be a good listener.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are assertive, reliable and eager to win public
recognition. Although they get good grades, these youngsters are more
interested in being president of the class or captain of the team. Count on them
io work long hours without complaint to achieve their goals. Unwilling to
flout convention or offend those in authority,these Capricorns tend to be quite
Lonservative in their thinking. They identify witn "the establishment" and
want to be part of it.
Foerver

(Toorrier &revised and updated copy of Irene Dixon best I ingtiook "Yesterday. Today and
postage and handling 1,,
Hou Astrology Can H. Yaw Fold Your Place in God's Flan.- send U 95 plus SI
Make checks payable to
Duce. c/o Andrews aid Mclhail. P.O. Bon 419150, Kansas CILIL Mo 64141
oulthiers and Mc Merl.)
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THURSDAY.JANUARY 2. 1992
,(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope; based on your own
will bill you 95 cents
date of birth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company
mite.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE future gatherings. Rely on public
the weather turns
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: transportation if
No is the ideal time to launch a new rough.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
career. You have all the know-how
you need! Educational projects enjoy Those in colderclimates should spend
es*ially favorable influences from some time outdoors sledding,skating
now through June. Romance is on a or skiing. Small fry will benefit from
more positive and fulfilling course getting to know their grandparents
than in the past. An August honey- better. Romance heats up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Share
moon could be in the cards. You win
cooking chores today or host a
the
backing
important
gain
an award and
next fall. Open up to those in a position pot luck dinner. A brief social encounter could put thoughts of roto help you realize your dreams.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON mance in your head. Know what you
THIS DATE: comedian Don could be getting into! Look elsewhere.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Novello, actor Dana Andrews,
economist Elliot Janeway, boxer telephone call brings glad tidings
from loved ones at a distance. Resolve
Rocky Graziano.
to replace bad habits with good ones
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
this year! Invite someone to dinner
Ex19):
ril
21-Ap
(March
ARIES
tra shut-eye may be needed after last who otherwise would be alone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
night's celebration. Attend an open
house, then spend some quiet time 21): Listen to an older person's views
making plans for the months ahead. on diet and nutrition — you could
learn something new. Avoid jumping
Eat vitamin-rich foods every day.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20): You to conclusions when others share their
could blow your diet resolutions to- ideas.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
day. Get back on track tomorrow.
Scan newspapers for business or Be more honest with yourself and
employment opportunities. This is others. Acknowledge your own
shortcomings before trying to change
your year to shine!
your loved ones. Family responsiStart
20):
-June
1
GEMINI(May 2
the New Year right! Extend the olive bilities must not be shirked.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
branch to someone you have been at
odds with. An informal buffet sounds Wonderful new adventures lie ahead.
enticing. Watching the football games Stop dwelling on the disappointments
on TV provides inexpensive enter- of the past. Write down a list of
priorities as well as resolutions for
tainment.
1992. Enlist loved ones' help if tryRo22):
CANCER (June 21 -July
mance is in the air! Keep things on an ing to economize.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
upbeat note at a family gathering.
Show respect for other people's Phone old friends and wish them a
opinions. Diplomacy helps you bridge Happy New Year.Taking someone's
critical remarks to heart would be a
a generation gap.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): A change mistake. Tune them out. Jot down a
of scenery gets the New Year off to a clever idea before you forget it.
flying start. Visit old friends and plan
-TODAY'S CHILDREN are thoughtful. generous and conscientious. In
fact, these Capricorns will not rest until a favor is returned. They tend to give
presents they would like to receive themselves. Although they show an early
interest in boy-girl relationships, they are unlikely to flit from one romance
to another. Loyal and sentimental, they prefer quality to quantity. These
Capricoms know the importance of close family ties and will go out of their
way to help their relatives.
Forever
To order a revised and updated copy of /eerie Dixon's best-selling hook "Yesterday,Today and
handling to
Ho'. Astrology Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 5.895 plus SI postage and
checks payable to
Dixon. i/o Andrews and McMeel. P0 Box 419150. Kansas City, Mo 64141 Make
Andrews and McMeel
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Today is Wednesday. Jan. 1, the first day of 1992. There are 365 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on Jan. 1, 1892, the Ellis Island Immigrant
Station in New York opened.
On this date:
In 1776, Gen. George Washington raised the Continental Union Flag
over his encampment on Prospect Hill.
In 1785, the Daily Universal Register, which later became the Times of
London, published its first issue.
In 1863, President Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation, declaring that slaves in rebel states were free.
In 1901, the Commonwealth of Australia was proclaimed.
In 1913, the U.S. Parcel Post system went into operation.
In 1942, 50 years ago, 26 nations, including the Unfted States, signed
the Declaration of the United Nations, pledging "not-to make a separate
armistice or peace" with members of the Axis.
In .1962, 30 years ago, Western Samoa became independent.
In 1979, the United States and communist China held celebrations in
Beijing and Washington to mark the establishment of diplomatic relations
between the two nations.
In 1984, the breakup of AT&T took place as the telecommunications
giant was divested of its 22 Bell System companies undo( terms of an
antitrust agreement.
In 1990, David Dinkins was sworn in as New York City's first black
mayor.
Ten years ago: Pope John Paul II prayed for an end to martial law in
his native Poland and praised the independent labor movement Solidarity
as a force for "justice and peace."
Five years ago: Rescue workers in San Juan, Puerto Rico, found 60
bodies, most charred beyond recognition, in their search for victims of the
fire that raced through the Dupont Plaza Hotel. In all, 97 people died.
One year ago: President Bush called top advisers to the White House
for a fresh assessment of the Persian Gulf crisis.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Arizona, is 83.
ctor Dana Andrews is 83. Financial writer Eliot Janeway is 79. Author
. Salinger is 73. Senator Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., is 70. Actor Frank
Langella is 52. Writer-comedian Don Novello is 49.
Thought for Today:
"This day Time winds th' exhausted chain
To run the twelvemonth's length again."
— Robert Burns, Scottish poet (1759-1796)

ray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Ten years ago
David B. Tackett, son of Mr. and Accepted Masons were Jimmy D.
Mrs. Ralph M. Tackett, and Char- Bell, James S. Tipton, J.P. Parker,
les W. Holt, son of Sgt. and Mrs. Buel Stalls, Guthrie Churchill, O.T.
Alden Holt Jr., have completed Air Stalls, Hollie Alderdice, Joe LasaForce basic training at Lackland ter, Ray Newsome, Howard
Air Force Base, Texas.
McNeely, Dee Lamb and Pete
Calloway County officials sworn Farley.
into office include George Weaks,
Marine Cpl. Patrick R. Taylor of
county judge/executive; David Jacksonville, Fla., is visiting his
Balentine, sheriff; Marvin Harris, parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
county clerk; Huel (Whimpy) Taylor and his brother, Steven,
Jones, jailer, Max Parker, county David and Christopher Taylor.
Ruth Eversmeyer, registered
attorney; Joseph Bolin, assistant
county attorney; Tommy Walker, florist, presented a program on
coroner.
"Holiday Decorations" at a meeting
A house at 506 North Cherry Si, of Theta Department of Murray
Murray, suffered smoke and water Woman's Club. She was introduced
damage on Dec. 30.
by Jan Hough.
Joanna Ellen Fleming and WilWebb Caldwell, Jim King and
liam Dale Orr were married recen- Jerry Allen are pictured with the
tly at First Christian Church, limit of mallards taken while huntMurray.
ing on Mississippi River near
Twenty years ago
Columbus.
Elected as new officers of MurThirty years ago

First Sgt. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis
Jr. and children, Lesa and Kelli, of
Fort Chaffee, Ark., are the guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Dowdy.
Ernestine Goodgion, consultant
with Juvenile Division of the state
of Tennessee at Murfr.eesboro, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R.E. Goodgion.
Calloway County High School
beat Hickman, Carlisle beat South
Marshall, Sedalia beat College
High, and Wingo beat Murray High
in opening games of Calloway
County High School Christmas
Basketball Tournament. High team
scorers were Don Curd for Calloway, Overstreet for Hickman, Terry for Carlisle, Mike Miller . for
South Marshall, Page for Sedalia,
Franklin Rogers for College High,
Waggoner for Wingo and John
Hutson for Murray High.

DEAR ABBY: My daughter was
recently married in a formal ceremony and reception to which my
sister, her husband and two teenage children were invited. Relations
are strained between my daughter
and my sister; however, I have a
good rapport with my sister's children.
My sister and her family arrived
an hour after the ceremony. Their
gift to the bride and groom - written in my sister's handwriting was a card stating that a donation
had been made in the newlyweds'
name to the American Heart Asso-

ciation! My daughter suffers from
chronic heart problems. My sister
knows that this is a very sensitive
issue and that my daughter prefers
not to discuss it.
I feel that my sister's gift was
inappropriate, spiteful and inconsiderate. I would like to know what
you think. Sign me ...
STUNNED
DEAR STUNNED:I agree-a
donation to the American Heart
Association in the name of the
newlyweds was an unusual
wedding gift.

But giving your sister the
He never lets me go anywhere
benefit ofthe doubt,perhapsshe without him. He bosses me around
thought that contributing the and acts more like a father than a
money to heart research would boyfriend. When we get into a fight.
benefit
ur daughter more in he calls me terrible names and throws
the long
than a toaster or a my past in my face.
waffle iron.
He recently cheated on me with
I would be more upset about his "ex," whom he keeps going back
their arriving an hour late for tojust to spite me. He is very moody.
the ceremony.Now that is tacky! Sometimes he gets violent and hits
me. He won't let me out of his sight.
***
I never have an opportunity to get
DEAR ABBY: I have been with
my boyfriend for three years - away from him for a while- never
sometimes I think it's been three mind forever.
What should I do? Please don't
years too long.
print my name. He'd kill me.
SICK OF HIS ABUSE
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NO. I'll JUST
"DOS IS A CAKE I HID IN THE
-THAW OUT THIS. FREEZER! I WRAPPED IT IN
...WAIT A MIN- FOIL SO I'D FORKT ABOUT
UTE! THIS ISN'T IT, ARO I FORGOT ABOUT !
CHICKEN!
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95 cents
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to Change,

"Whoa! Listen to that, Marge! I thought that kid was
playing a mean sax!"

Crosswords
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

1 Spar
5 Traffic sign
9 Music variety
12 Winglike
13 Pitch
14 Rubber tree
15 ''- - of the
Action"
17 - garde
18 Prohibit
19 Hindu
garment
21 Charge the
account of
23 "The Young
and the -"
27 French
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GARFIELD
YOU MI-AN

THAT'S ENOUGH

SHOULD TURN
OVER SO YOU
CAN SCRATCH
MY BACK?

TO/AMY
SCRATCHING,
FOR ONE
PALI-1

Feb. 18):
lie ahead.

Rions for
elp if try-

UNEATEN CHOCOLATE CAKE!!

IT'S HARD TO
SHARE IN HER
TRIUMPHS WHEN
I CAN NEVER
FIErURE OUT
WHAT THEY ARE

Lc‘•r• ,

responsi-

Anunents
a list of

THERE WAS A CAKE IN AY
HOUSE FOR SIX MONTHS AND
I DIDN'T EAT IT!! I HAVE
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4
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!fit from
dparents

II\
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GET UP!

Oft.

1
SHOWS 5TAND,
50 YOU CAN
YOU MEAN

SCRATCH MY
TOMMY AND
MY BACK?

article
28 Coral island
29 Cut
31 Edge
34 Proceed
35 Lamprey
37 Equality
,39 Sun god
40 Terminate
42 Dem.

Answer to Previous Puzzle

opponent
44 Pertaining
to sea force
46 Printer's
measure
48 An official
gown
50 "- Moon"
53 Walk
54 Time gone by
55 River in
Siberia
57 Proverbs
61 Title of
respect
62 Orson 64 Actor's forte
65 Youngster
66 Dispatch
67 Story
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5 Cubic meter
6 As far as
7 Individual
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DEAR SICK: Find "Women's
Services"in your telephone book
or call information for the number of a women's shelter.
You are being held hostage to
a selfish, abusive tyrant. If you
think your life might be in danger if your name is published, it
is essential that you get away.If
you have to call the police in
order to get out ofthe house,call
them - but don't stay there another day.
There4s nothing anyone can
do "for" ybu- only you can save
yourself.Please,take my advice.
And let me hear from you again.
I care.
Everything you'll need to know about
planninga weddingcan befound in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, selfaddressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95 44.50 in Canada) to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, Ill. 61054. (Postage is
Included.)

CALVIN and HOBBES

bidding
reasonle Greek
lso have
ring two,
making

Forty years ago

Eligible animals of two registered Jerrsey herds in the vicinity
of Murray were recently classifed
for type under a program of American Jersey Cattle Club. The herds
classified belong to Murray State
College and Dr. R.M. Mason.
Cpl. Ted J. Barnett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Barnett, is stationed at Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Murdock of Lexington have been the
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Murdock of Lynn
Grove and Mr. and Mrs. John
Workman of Murray. Mr. Murdock
is a student at the University of
Kentucky.
Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed a
book, His Eye Is On the Sparrow,
at a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs. Jack
Kennedy.
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58 il80
84

II

38 Protective
barrier
41 Expel from
country
43 Footlike part
45 Brother of
Odin
47 Myself
49 Remain erect
50 Bygone
51 Exchange
premium
52 Reiner,
Morrow and
Lowe
56 The - Gees
58 Tibetian
gazette
59 House
addition
60 Observe
63 Article

DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you provide
information on lupus?
DEAR READER: Lupus erythematosus is a chronic disease that causes
inflammation of connective tissue,
the material that supports and joins
parts of the body and organs within
the body. Although'the precise basis
for this disease is unknown, LE is believed to be an autoimmune disorder,
marked by an allergy to the body's
normal tissues.
Most patients with LE experience
initial joint pain and stiffness, which
may or may not be associated ivith fever and malaise. This is usually followed by a rash, especially over the
cheeks and .bridge of the nose (the socalled "butterfly" rash). Other skin
afflictions, such as loss of hair and a
purplish rough rash, may appear.
When LE affects the lungs, it leads
to chest pain, pleurisy and hypertension within the blood vessels of the
lungs. Inflammation of the heart-covering (pericarditis) is-often present.
The lymph glands and spleen may
be affected, causing swelling, pain
and abdominal fullness.
The most serious consequence of
LE is renal involvement, a form of nephritis that can lead to progressive
kidney failure and death.
LE also 'affects the blood count
(anemia and reduced white blood
cells), causing exhaustion and susceptibility to infection.
When LE attacks the brain, patients experience headaches, personality changes and seizures.
LE is diagnosed by blood tests, especially tests that measure antibody
proteins to normal cells. The two
most common tests are the anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) and the antiDNA antibodies.
Some medicines, notabLy hydralazine and procainamide, may occasionally cause lupus (or a syndrome
resembling it, which usually disap- •
pears once the offending drug is
discontinued).
Treatment of LE depends on the severity of the disease. Mild forms usually respond to aspirin, aspirin-substitutes or anti-malarial drugs, such as
hydroxychloroquine. Moderate or severe forms require cortisone. As soon
as symptoms are controlled, the dose
of cortisone is slowly tapered and
stopped. Patients may remain in remission for months or years.
LE is a common and serious disorder for which treatment is almost always necessary. With therapy, most
patients can be helped to lead long
and symptom-free lives.
To provide more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Lupus- The Great Imitator."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed. stamped envelope to P.O:
Box 91369. Cleveland. OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
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Mother arraigned on charges of beating son
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Servlees
Offered

ENGER Custom Design
Carpets Specializing in inlaid and handc.arved carpeting Rug binding and
fringing Free estimates
753-7614

LITWitAIR Building Farm
and residential set up for
large projects Our business is built on quality
382-2214
PAINTING interior and ex
tenor Quality work Over
20 years experience Ralph
Worley 436-5625

PLUMBING Repairs We
work on mobile homes
24-hour emergency, sameday service 489-2525

GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing tree work
436-2642
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding painting Free estimates 18
years experience Local re
ferences 489-2267
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
436-5255
T C Dinh Repair and Main
tenance Electrical - Cleaning Sewer 1210/1212 Main
Street 753-6111 office,
753-0606 after 5pm

HADAWAY Construction
Horne remodeling painting wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No lob too
small 436 2052

4
C4., "
•L.

A.%

* Four Star *
Mobile Home
Parts & Service
Cite Tosr agitli How A
ilwk Pico Zoe
W. IA, Cioaning
& Painting
Build Reideven, Storms*
Buildings & Deck*
Install Combo, Single •
Patio Doors, 1C-Rak &
T-Lek Vinyl Skirting
White & Siin.r Fted
Coalinga & Eatence
& Intoner Windelro
See U. For All Your
Mobile Horne Needs
Maier rum.. end All
Condalonins

PAINT1NG-Interior and Exterior Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

GALLOWAY Roofing 10%
Discount thru December
Specializing in new roofs,
re roofs, and tear -offs
Guaranteed work Merry
Christrnasi 502-753-7941

w_tee.

Servicos
Meryl

Servicos
Mired

FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

•

sin

530

3t)

REFINISHING stripping
custom woodworking
753-8056
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307

WARSAW, Ky. (AP) — A
mother who gained custody of her
2-year-old son last month wis
arraigned Monday on charges of
beating the boy, who authorities
said died from his injuries.
State Police Capt. Lonnie Moert
said Charlene McCormick, 26, of
Warsaw, was charged Sunday with
beating Andrew McCormick, who
had been returned to her in November following a custody battle.
The boy died about 3:30 a.m.
EST Monday at a Louisville
hospital.
Moen said he expected the commonwealth's attorney's office to
file additional charges against Mrs.
McCormick, who was arraigned on

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— A man accused of letting his
12-year-old daughter drive his
truck for three hours while he was
on a drinking binge has been
SHEETROCK finishing, charged with drunken-driving and
textured ceilings Larry endangering his four children,
Chnsman 492-8742
authorities said.

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors Licenced, insured Estimate available
759-4690

a spokesman for Carroll County
Memorial Hospital. When the child
left the Carroll County hospital, he
was not breathing on his own,
Webster said.
Carroll Circuit Judge Charles
Satterwhite followed the recommendation of a state social worker
on Nov. 20 and gave Mrs. McCormick custody of her two oldest
children, Andrew, and Jessica, 4.
A third child, Matthew, who will
be 2 next month, already was living with the mother.
Mrs. McCormick's ex-husband,
Roy Lee McCormick, first had custody of Andrew and Jessica, then
they were turned over to the grandmother, Hazel Heitzman of Glen-

GALLIMORE Electric
Licenced for commercial
and residential Free estimates No lobs too bog or
too small 759-1835
ROGER Hudson rock hauling. gravel, sand, dirt, driveway rock 753-4545,
753-6763
SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674
SUREWAY Tree 8 Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment including,
60t1 aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
operation at a lower competitive cost Free estimates without obligation
Day Of nite, 753-5484

15 yrs. exp. Free Estimates.
Call 527-8275 or 1-800-339-4312
1.,). A Job Done Right Because We
Guarantee Our Work.

Mental Health
Family Preservation Services
Carey Counseling Center, Inc. has six immediate positions for a new family preservation
program. The following positions are available
for persons holding a degree in mental health or
other related field:
Program Coordinator - Masters level with
2-5 years experience
Master Level Therapist (3) - Experience
preferred
Bachelors Level Therapist (2).
Excellent salary and benefits.
Send resume to: Clinical Director
Carey Counseling Center, Inc.
P.O. Box 30
Paris, TN 38242

Make a
clean
sweep
with
classified
•• '; • '
•isOrre:• ;;.:••• • .4. •••
•• 41
I,
•
•
71
;

• •

Clean out your closets and basement with a
classified ad. It's a great way to get rid of items
you no longer use and make extra money.

Call and place your ad today!
the

MURRAY
LEDGER & TIMES
(502) 753-1916

daughter drive for about three
hours on interstate highways
because he was drinking. The
children were being taken to their
mother's home in Louisiana, police
said.
Rowell was held in the Warren
County Regional Jail

Contract Bridge
From One Extreme to the Other
Bad Luck Is Not Always Fatal

Smith
Masonry

LEE S Carpet Cleaning
Pipes broken/ Hot water
heater leaking/ Washer
overflowl Let us help Call
753-5827 Free Estimates

na with his four children, ages 7 to
12, according to police. Police also
charged Rowell with possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia
after searching his truck.
Police said the children told
them in interviews that Rowell
allegedly made his 12-year-old

Wilson L. Rowell, 36, of Wilmington, Ohio, was charged with
DUI and four counts of wanton
endangerment after an anonymous
caller told Bowling Grten police
about a possible drunken driver at a
service station late Saturday night.
Rowell was traveling to Louisia-

since a 2-1 division is a 78 percent
South dealer.
probability.
side vulnerable.
Neither
WELDING Portable weldSouth is now in danger of going
NORTH
VCR
do
Wood
plumbwill
REPAIR
N
VCR
bed
HANDYMA
ing service truck
in a contract that a moment
down
7
K
6
*
carpentry
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ing electric and
swaps, dumpster repair. Service Center,
seemed almost certain. The
before
9
3
J
7
Reasonable rates
security bars for doors No servicing $15, most repairs
fate of the hand now appears to rest
• K 98 4
753-9838
job too small Call nights or $35. all brands 3rd Street,
entirely on the location of the ace of
4. A Q
leave message 753-7161 Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
HAULING yard work, tree
Mon -Fn , 753-0530
But to lead a spade towards
spades.
EAST
WEST
removal, mowing Free es WE dpwallpapering paintat this point, hoping to find
dummy
3
J
Q
A
*
installa1092
plumbing
+
hmates 759-1683
ing cleaning etc Exper- WILL do
the ace, would be relying
with
West
guaranV-Q 104
ienced and references Ask tion and repairs All
INSULATION Blown In By
too much on the element of luck. In
teed 753-4355, 753-1134 • 1063
•Q J 7 5
for Mary 502-753-7941
Sears TVA approved
•86 5 4 2 the actual case, such a move would
•J 1093
Save on those high heating
prove fatal.
SOUTH
and cooling bills Call Sears •
Instead, declarer adopts an ap+854
753-2310 for free estimate
that offers a chance to make
proach
2
5
6
A
8
V
K
I
S
•
the contract irrespective of which
DAVIDSON Roofing and
• A2
Construction Special
defender has the spade ace. After
4K 7
CUSTOM KITCHEN CADIMETS
winter rates 30 years exthe king of trumps,the A-K
cashing
The bidding:
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
perience Written guaran,and ruffmg a diamond,
diamonds
of
South West North East
MI Types Of:
tee Local references
club king to the ace and
the
leads
he
Pass
3V
Pass
1
Custom Woodworking
753-5812
last diamond. East
dummy's
plays
4V
KITCHEN CABINET REplays the queen but, instead of ruffclubs.
of
jack
—
lead
Opening
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
COVERY existing doors 8
The outcome of most deals de- ing, South discards a spade!
'Drop by & see our showroom
frames with woodgram for* Finkle
largely on how the defenders' Poor East is now well and truly
pends
RRAY (Behind Bum,
409
SUNBURY-HU
mica. all colors Free esti753-SOW
cards are divided. Declarer'sjob is to endplayed. A spade return estabmates Wulff's Recovery
take advantage of -a favorable lie lishes dummy's king, while a club
Murray 436-5560
•
when that condition exists, and — return allows South to discard anLASER Printing Service
equally important — to overcome an other spade as dummy ruffs the club.
Call for pricing We also do
By adopting this line of play,
unfavorable lie of the cards when
copying, 54 a letter size
gives himself an extra
declarer
that condition exists.
copy. Available at
the contract. He does not
for
chance
South
where
case
this
Consider
Fish
McClure's Tropical
defender has the diawhich
know
the
leads
is in four hearts and West
759-9513
with mond length, or where the ace of
wins
Declarer
clubs.
of
jack
LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
dummy's queen and plays a trump spades is located, but it costa him
For all your carpet and upn,
foundatio
complete
stone,
brick,
to the ace, East showing out. This is nothing to explore the possibility of
Block,
call
holstery cleaning
covered
a very disappointing development, endplaying East.
753-5827 Free estimates
concrete work, sidewalks & patios
satisfied references DUPa
specialty.
s
Fireplace
brick.
with
ONT CERTIFIED for
Stainmaster

coe, according to court records.
After the McConnicks' divorce
became final in June, Mrs. McCormick took Mrs. Heitzman, 63, to
court to gain custody of the
children.
Norma Cecil, the state social
worker who evaluated Mrs. McCormick, said Monday stn. recommended that the mother regain custody of the two despite indications
of abusive behavior in the past.
In June 1987, Charlene McCormick was convicted of fourthdegree assault for scratching Mrs.
Heitzman with her fingernails.
"At this time, she was following
through with everything," Ms.
Cecil added, however.

Man faces charges after letting daughter take the wheel

Ph. (502) 492-8488
Hwy. 641 S. Hazel
Best Prices
* Quality Results

Free estiPLUMBING
mates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 492-8816

the assault charge Monday in
Boone District Court. She was
being held in lieu of $50,000 bond.
PTOSCCUlOrs did not return telephone calls Monday for comment.
Mrs. McCormick, who has two
other children, telephoned for an
ambulance Sunday morning and
told authorities Andrew was
injured in a fall down some stairs,
police said.
Emergency personnel took the
child to Carroll County Memorial
Hospital and then transferred him
to Kosair Children's Hospital in
Louisville, where he died.
The boy suffered severe head
injuries and bruises around the
back of his hips, said Tim Webster,

notrump would surely have been
West dealer.
misleading with 7-4-1-1 distribution
North-South vulnerable.
and only four high-card points.SimiNORTH
larly,two diamonds would also have
•3
been misleading, since North was
J 986
woefully short of the 10 points nor• Q J 986 3 2
mally required for a suit response on
+6
the two level.
EAST
WEST
So the Swedish South became
K Q J 85
+92
declarer at one spade and made two
Q3
V K 10 7 5 4 2
for a score of 110 points (including
•7
•K
Q 8 4 3 2 the 50 points awarded in duplicate
J 10 7 5
bridge for making a partsc,ore).
SOUTH
When a Greek pair held the
•A 10 7 6 4
North-South hands,the bidding was
TA
far more spirited:
• A 10 5 4
South
West North East
4A K 9
1 NT
1+
Pass
Pass
The bidding:
6•
Pass
3•
2
South
West North East
Here it was East who opened the
1
Pass
Pass
Pass
bidding with one spade. The Greek
Pass
Pass
Pass
South overcalled with one notrump
Opening lead — ten of clubs.
This deal occurred in a match and spent no time fiddling around
between Sweden and Greece. It is a after West bid two hearts and North
striking example of what an enor- bid three diamonds. South leapt
mous effect one innocent little bid straightaway to six, which was eascan have on the outcome of a hand. ily made with an overtrick for a score
When the North-South cards were of 1,390 points, giving Greece a gain
held by a Swedish pair, the bidding of 1,280 points on the deal!
Had East not opened the bidding
went as shown. In standard bidding
one spade — certainly a reasonwith
bid
spade
opening
methods,South's
was entirely normal, and while able action in third seat — the Greek
North's pass is debatable, his action South might very well also have
wound up in one spade, making two,
was reasonable.
of six diamonds, making
instead
satisfacno
had
North
Actually,
seven.
tory response to the spade bid. One

Floroscope
WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1,1992
(Far your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date of birth.call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY!IN THE mote domestic tranquillity by not
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: making unnecessary demandson your
You can have the last laugh if you mate.
VIRGO(Aug.23-Sept. 22):Seize
handle a delicate situation with sento acquire an interesting
chance
a
own
your
in
trust
more
Show
sitivity.
judgment. A bold, decisive approach property — it could mean greater
is favored. A shrewd business deci- financial security. A subtle approach
sion helps you outperform your com- works best. If you can, delay signing
petitors in March. An investment you a contract until next week.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Poolmake next summer holds rich promise. Self-discipline is the key to ing resources with an associate will
stunning career success next fall. benefit both of you. A creative project
Travel is best postponed until after is a source of additional income. An
attractive co-worker could become a
Thanksgiving.
love interest.
ON
CELEBRITIES BORN
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
THIS DATE: author Isaac Asimov,
one would appreciate hearing
loved
Renata
star
opera
singer Roger Miller,
from you now. Do not lose sight of
Tebaldi. football's Calvin Hill.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): the trees for the forest. Try to earn
There are limits to what can be ac- some extra money to offset your
complished now. Avoid risky finan- holiday bills. Thrift is essential.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
cial ventures, even if a pal says they
are OK. A cautious approach will 21): A collaborative research project
keep you out of harm's way. Stand could produce a surprise. Everyone
involved feels euphoric! Postpone
firm.
signing important papers until next
Be
20):
20-May
(April
TAURUS
careful not to blame someone else for week. Be sure to give credit where it
a mistake you made. A lack of candor is due.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19);
could lead to domestic upsets. Hold
your romantic passions in check to- Things are moving fast now and you
may be hard pressed to keep up with
night. Assess mate's mood.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): You them.Persevere! Your dedication and
may have things down to a science hard work will be richly rewarded in
where your work is concerned, but the near future. Profits rise.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
you must still contend with fickle
can hold you back for long
Nothing
in
chance. Have an alternative plan
mind. Get your body in better shape. once you have set your mind on
CANCER (June 21-July 22): getting something done,Rely on longWhen opportunity knocks,unlock the established methods at work. Your
door. A message from someone at a co-workers may still be focusing on
distance gives you an intuitive flash. holiday fun.
PISCES(Feb. 19-March 20): An
Adjust your schedule to accommodate
day to buy or sell property.
excellent
a loved one's needs.
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Keeping Your quiet self-assurance impresses
appointments on time will lighten others. A give-and-take attitude will
your work load. Share any good news help romance become truly special.
with those closest to your heart. Pro- Be a good listener.
TODAY'S CHILDREN are assertive, reliable and eager to win public
recognition. Although they get good grades. these youngsters are more
them
interested in being president of the class or captain of the team.Count on
to work long hours without complaint to achieve their goals. Unwilling to
flout convention or offend those in authority,these Capricorns tend to be quite
conservative in their thinking. They identify with "the establishment" and
want to be part of it.
Today and Forever
iTo order a revised and updated copy of leant Down's best-selling took "Yesterday.
plus Si postage and handing to
No,, Astrology Can Help You Fond Your Place on God's Plan.- send SA 95
Kansas Coy. Mo 64141 Make checks payable to
Dixon. do Andrews and Ms Meel. P0 Boa 419150.

THURSDAY,JANUARY 2,1992
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on your own
date ofbirth,call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will bill you 95 cents
a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE future gatherings. Rely on public
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: transportation if the weather turns
Now is the ideal time to launch a new rough.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
career. You have all the know-how
in colder climates should spend
Those
enjoy
projects
l
Educationa
need!
you
outdoors sledding,skating
time
some
from
especially favorable influences
now through June. Romance is on a or skiing. Small fry will benefit from
more positive and fulfilling course getting to know their grandparents
than in the past. An August honey- better. Romance heats up.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Share
moon Could be in the cards. You win
an award and gain important backing the cooking chores today or host a
nextfall.Open upto those in aposition pot luck dinner. A brief social encounter cod put thoughts of roto help you realize your dreams.
CELE BRITIES BORN ON mance in your head. Know what you
THIS DATE: comedian Don could be getting into! Look elsewhere.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): A
Novello, actor Dana Andrews,
call brings glad tidings
telephone
boxer
Janeway,
Elliot
economist
from loved ones at a distance. Resolve
Rocky Graziano.
to replace bad habits with good ones
HAPPY NEW YEAR!
ARIES(March 21-April 19): Ex- this year! Invite someone to dinner
tra shut-eye may be needed after last who otherwise would be alone.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
night's celebration. Attend an open
house, then spend some quiet time 21): Listen to an older person's views
making plans for the months ahead. on diet and nutrition — you could
learn something new. Avoid jumping
Eat vitamin-rich foods every day.
to conclusions when others share their
You
20):
-May
20
(April
TAURUS
could blow your diet resolutions to- ideas.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22-Jan. 19):
day. Get back on track tomorrow.
more honest with yourself and
Be
or
Scan newspapers for business
employment opportunities. This is others. Acknowledge your own
shortcomings before trying to change
your year to shine!
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Start your loved ones. Family responsithe New Year right! Extend the olive bilities must not be shirked.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
branch to someone,you have been at
odds with. An informal buffet sounds Wonderful new adventures lie ahead.
enticing. Watching the football games Stop dwelling on the disappointments
on TV provides inexpensive enter- of the past. Write down a list of
priorities as well as resolutions for
tainment.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Ro- 1992. Enlist loved ones' help if trymance is in the air! Keep things on an ing to economize.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
upbeat note at a family gathering.
Show respect for other people's Phone old friends and wish them a
opinions. Diplomacy helps you bridge Happy New Year.Taking someone's
critical remarks to heart would be a
a generation gap.
mistake. Tune them out. Jot down a
change
A
22):
g.
LEO(July 23-Au
of scenery gets the New Year off to a clever idea before you forget it.
flying start. Visit old friends and plan
TODAY'S CHILDREN are thoughtful, generous and conscientious. In
fact, these Capricoms will not rest until a favor is returned. They tend to give
presents they would like to receive themselves. Although they show an early
interest in boy-girl relationships, they are unlikely to flit from one romance
to another. Loyal and sentimental, they prefer quality to quantity. These
Capricoms know the importance of clbse family ties and will go out of their
way to help their relatives.
Today and Forman
(To order a revised and updated copy of leane Dixon's bestselling book "Yesuerday.
SA 95 plus Si postage and handling to
Hos Astrology Can Help You Fond Your Place on God's Plan." send
Mo 64141 Make checks payable to
Dixon. C/C1 Andrews and McMeel. P0 Box 419150. Kansas Coy.
Andrews and Mc Meel

Andrea,' and Mc Meel.
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Today is Wednesday, Jan. 1, the first day of 1992. There are 365 days
left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
One hundred years ago, on Jan. 1, 1892, the Ellis Island Immigrant
Station in New York opened.
On this date:
In 1776, Gen. George Washington raised the Continental Union Flag
over his encampment on Prospect Hill.
In 1785, the Daily Universal Register, which later became the Times of
London, published its first issue.
In 1863, President Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclamation, declaring that slaves in rebel states were free.
In 1901, the Commonwealth of Australia was proclaimed.
In 1913, the U.S. Parcel Post system went into operation.
In 1942, 50 years ago, 26 nations, including the United States, signed
the Declaration of the United Nations, pledging "not to make a separate
armistice or peace" with members of the Axis.
In 1962, 30 years ago, Western Samoa became independent.
In 1979, the United States and communist China held celebrations in
Beijing and Washington to mark the establishment of diplomatic relations
between the two nations.
In 1984, the breakup of AT&T took place as the telecommunications
giant was divested of its 22 Bell System companies under terms of an
antitrust agreement.
In 1990, David Dinkins was sworn in as New York City's first black
mayor.
Ten years ago: Pope John Paul II prayed for an end to martial law in
his native Poland and praised the independent labor movement Solidarity
as a force for "justice and peace."
Five years ago: Rescue workers in San Juan, Puerto Rico, found 60
bodies, most charred beyond recognition, in their search for victims of the
fire that raced through the Dupont Plaza Hotel. In all, 97 people died.
One year ago: President Bush called top advisers to the White House
for a fresh assessment of the Persian Gulf crisis.
Today's Birthdays: Former Sen. Barry Goldwater, R-Arizona, is 83.
Actor Dana Andrews is 83. Financial writer Eliot Janeway is 79. Author
J.D. Salinger is 73. Senator Ernest Hollings, D-S.C., is 70. Actor Frank
Langella is 52. Writer-comedian Don Novello is 49.
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Thought for Today:
"This day Time winds th' exhausted chain
To run the twelvemonth's length again."
— Robert Burns, Scottish poet (1759-1796)
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Ten years ago
David B Tackett, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph M. Tackett, and Charles W. Holt, son of Sgt. and Mrs.
Alden Holt Jr., have completed Air
Force basic training at Lackland
Air Force Base, Texas.
Calloway County officials sworn
into office include George Weaks,
county judge/executive; David
Balentine, sheriff; Marvin Harris,
county clerk; Huel (Whimpy)
Jones, jailer, Max Parker, county
attorney; Joseph Bolin, assistant
county attorney; Tommy Walker,
coroner.
A house at 506 North Cherry St.,
Murray, suffered smoke and water
damage on Dec. 30.
Joanna Ellen Fleming and William Dale Orr were married recently at First Christian Church,
Murray.

Twenty years ago

ray Lodge No. 105 Free and
Accepted Masons were Jimmy D.
Bell, James S. Tipton, J.P. Parker,
Buet Stalls, Guthrie Churchill, O.T.
Stalls, Hollie Alderdice, Joe Lasater, Ray Newsome, Howard
McNeely, Dee Lamb and Pete
Farley.
Marine Cpl. Patrick R. Taylor of
Jacksonville, Fla., is visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
Taylor and his brother, Steven,
David and Christopher Taylor.
Ruth Eversmeyer, registered
florist, presented a program on
"Holiday Decorations" at a meeting
of Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club. She was introduced
by Jan Hough.
Webb Caldwell, Jim King and
Jerry Allen are pictured with the
limit of mallards taken while hunting on Mississippi River near
Columbus.

First Sgt. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis
Jr. and children, Lcsa and Kelli, of
Fort Chaffee, Ark., are the guests
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Holmes Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Dowdy.
Ernestine Goodgion, consultant
with Juvenile Division of the state
of Tennessee at Murfreesboro, is
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
R.E. Goodgion.
Calloway County High School
beat Hickman, Carlisle beat South
Marshall, Sedalia beat College
High, and Wingo beat Murray High
in opening games of Calloway
County High School Christmas
Basketball Tournament. High team
scorers were Don Curd for Calloway, Overstreet for Hickman, Terry for Carlisle, Mike Miller .for
South Marshall, Page for Sedalia,
Franklin Rogers for College High,
Waggoner for Wingo and John
Hutson for Murray High.

Thirty years ago

Elected as new officers of Mur-

DEAR ABBY: My daughter was
recently married in a formal ceremony and reception to which my
sister, her husband and two teenage children were invited. Relations
are strained between my daughter
and my sister; however, I have a
good rapport with my sister's children.
My sister and her family arrived
an hour after the ceremony. Their
gift to the bride and groom — written in my sister's handwriting —
was a card stating that a donation
had been made in the newlyweds'
name to the American Heart Asso-

But giving your sister the
ciation! My daughter suffers from
chronic heart problems. My sister benefit ofthe doubt,perhaps she
knows that this is a very sensitive thought that contributing the
issue and that my daughter prefers money to heart research would
benefit your daughter more in
not to discuss it.
I feel that my sister's gift was the long run than a toaster or a
inappropriate, spiteful and incon- waffle iron.
I would be more upset about
siderate. I would like to know what
their arriving an hour late for
you think. Sign me ...
STUNNED the ceremony.Now that is tacky!
***
DEAR STUNNED:I agree — a
DEAR ABBY: I have been with
donation to the American Heart my boyfriend for three years —
Association in the name of the sometimes I think it's been three
newlyweds was an unusual years too long.
wedding gift.

Daily Comics
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By GARY LARSON
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THIS IS A CAKE I HID IN THE
FREEZER! I WRAPPED IT IN
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CHICKEN!
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IT'S HARD TO 1
SHARE IN HER
TRIUMPHS WHEN
I CAN NEVER
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"Whoa! Listen to that, Marge! I thought that kid was
playing a mean sax!"
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DEAR SICK: Find "Women's
Services"inyour telephone book
or call information for the number of a women's shelter.
You are being held hostage to
a selfish, abusive tyrant. If you
think your life might be in danger if your name is published, it
is essential that you get away.If
you have to call the police in
order to get out ofthe house,call
them — but don't stay there another day.
There 4s nothing anyone can
do "for" ybu — only you can save
yourself.Please,take my advice.
And let me hear from you again.
I care.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

NO ru. JUST

entious. In
end to give
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He never lets me go anywhere
without him. He bossesintoa,6
me arói,nd
,1
and acts more like a father th
a
boyfriend. When we get
ght,
he calls me terrible names and throws
my past in my face.
He recently cheated on me with
his "ex," whom he keeps going back
tojust to spite me. He is very moody.
Sometimes he gets violent and hits
me. He won't let me out of his sight.
I never have A-opportunity to get
away from him for a while — never
mind forever.
What should I do? Please don't
print my name. He'd kill me.
SICK OF HIS ABUSE

Dr. Gott

our own
95 cents

arch 20):
sh them a
someone's
vould be a
lot down a
.get it.

Mrs. Harlan Hodges reviewed a
book, His Eye Is On the Sparrow,
at a meeting of Murray Magazine
Club held at the home of Mrs. Jack
Kenn,
. .

Everything you'll need to know about
planning a wedding can be found in Abby's
booklet,"How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
To order, send a long, business-size, self.
addressed envelope, plus check or money
order for $3.95($4.50 in Canada)to: Dear
Abby, Wedding Booklet, P.O. Box 447,
Mount Morris, III. 61054. (Postage is
included.)

CALVIN and HOBBES

CATHY
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irself and
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to change
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a list of
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Forty years ago
Eligible animals of two registered Jerrsey herds in the vicinity
of Murray were recently classifed
for type under a program of American Jersey Cattle Club. The herds
classified belong to Murray State
College and Dr. R.M. Mason.
Cpl. Ted J. Barnett, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Collie Barnett, is stationed at Scott Air Force Base,
Illinois.
Mr. and Mrs. John Thomas Murdock of Lexington have been the
guests of their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Philip Murdock of Lynn
Grove and Mr. and Mrs. John
Workman of Murray. Mr. Murdock
is a student at the University of
Kentucky.
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Crosswords
faatou.
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

A

GARFIELD
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THAT'S ENOUGH
TOMMY
SCRATCHING
FOR ONE
DAY

YO0 MEAN
SHOULD TORN
OVER 50 YOU
CAN SCRATCH
MY BACK?

YOU MEAN I

SHOULD STAND,
50 YOU CAN
SCRATCH MY
TOMMY AND
MY BACK?

1 Spar
5 Traffic sign
9 Music variety
12 Winglike
13 Pitch
14 Rubber tree
15 "— — of the
Action"
17 — garde
18 Prohibit
19 Hindu
garment
21 Charge the
account of
23 "The Young
and the —"
27 French
article
28 Coral island
29 Cut
31 Edge
34 Proceed
35 Lamprey
37 Equality
39 Sun god
40 Terminate
42 Dem

I

2

3

DOWN

4

5

19

TM PAV1'5 (1 91

8

9

24

1111

i

10

11

ngedient
33 ingredient
36 Bulgarian
currency
38 Protective
barrier
41 Expel from

18
21

22
27

25
il

ITS A NEW YEAR, AND
WE WANT YOU TO DECIDE
WHICH OF US YOU LIKE
BEST..

34

31

40

35 •38
41

29•j
37
38

42

32

33

39
45

44
11

48
48j
id
52

sa

55

61

62

ill

66

49
53
57

56
83

32 Tehran's
country

14

17

28UU•U

HI, CHUCK.. MARCIE
AND PATRICIA HERE..

7

13UUU

15

23

6

10 Jai —
11 Saucy
16 "Midnight
—"
20 Doctrine
22 "— Cid"
24
3 Rant
Short jacket
2
26
5 Therefore
Soak up
Al—
iv:e,De
, ad or
30 "

timbers
5 Cubic meter
6 As far as
7 Individual
8 Await
settlement
9 Word with
band or
stamp

1 Goat cry
2 High
mountain
3 Capuchin
monkey
4 Framework of

12

PEANUTS

Answer to Previous Puzzle

opponent
44 Pertaining
to sea force
46 Printer's
measure
48 An official
gown
50 "— Moon"
53 Walk
54 Time gone by
55 River in
Siberia
57 Proverbs
61 Title of
respect
62 Orson —
64 Actor's forte
65 Youngster
66 Dispatch
67 Story

511

59

60

64
7UUU

43 c
Fo
oso
jntItIre
k part
45 Brother of
Odin
in
47 Myself
49 Remain erect
50 Bygone
51 Exchange
premium
52 Reiner,
Morrow and
Gees
56 The
58 Tibetian
gazelle
59 House
addition
60 Observe
63 Article

DEAR DR. GOTT: Can you provide
information on lupus?
DEAR READER: Lupus erythematosus is a chronic disease that causes
inflammation of connective tissue,
the material that supports and joins
parts of the body and organs within
the body. Although the precise basis
for this disease is unknown, LE is believed to be an autoimmune disorder,
marked by an allergy to the body's
normal tissues.
Most patients with LE experience
initial joint pain and stiffness, which
may or may not be associated with fever and malaise. This is usually followed by a rash, especially over the
cheeks and bridge of the nose (the socalled "butterfly" rash). Other skin
afflictions, such as loss of hair and a
purplish rough rash, may appear.
When LE affects the lungs, it leads
to chest pain, pleurisy and hypertension within the blood vessels of the
lungs. Inflammation of the heart-covering (pericarditis) is often present.
The lymph glands and spleen may
be affected, causing swelling, pain
and abdominal fullness.
The most serious consequence of
LE is renal involvement, a form of nephritis that can lead to progressive
kidney failure and death.
LE also affects the blood count
(anemia and reduced white blood
cells), causing exhaustion and susceptibility to infection.
When LE attacks the brain, patients experience headaches, personality changes and seizures.
LE is diagnosed by blood tests, especially tests that measure antibody
proteins to normal cells. The two
most common tests are the anti-nuclear antibodies (ANA) and the antiDNA antibodies.
Some medicines, notably hydralazine and procainamide, may occasionally cause lupus (or a syndrome
resembling it, which usually disappears once the offending drug is
discontinued).
Treatment of LE depends on the severity of the disease. Mild forms usually respond to aspirin, aspirin-substitutes or anti-malarial drugs, such as
hydroxychloroquine. Moderate or severe forms require cortisone. As soon
as symptoms are controlled, the dose
of cortisone is slowly tapered and
stopped: Patients may remain in remission tor months or years.
LE is a common and serious disorder for which treatment is almost always necessary. With therapy, most
patients can be helped to lead long
and symptom-free lives.
To provide more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Lupus. The Great Imitator."
Other readers who would like copies
should send $1.25 plus a long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to PO.
Box 91369, Cleveland, OH 44101-3369.
Be sure to mention the title.
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Peace Corps volunteer returns from Africa
By SHAWN RUMSEY
AP/The Nortderson Gioartor
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HENDERSON, Ky. — Ann
Swanberg may miss her friends and
the fun times left behind after living for two years in Kenya, but at
least nobody wants to play with her
hair anymore.
Swanberg, 26, recently completed a 27-month tour of duty with
the Peace Corps in Kenya, where
she helped the natives build water
tanks and spring protections to
improve their water situation.
The Henderson resident was prepared for most of the cultural differences between her and the Africans, except one: The fascination
with her blonde hair.
"You'd be talking to somebody
and they would have to ask or just
grab your hair," she said. "They
were told as children if you touch
or pinch a white person, they'll
bleed."
Swanberg wanted to use her
mechanical engineering degree to

•

help others as well as see other
parts of the world. So after getting
her degree from the University of
Kentucky in May 1989, the Montana native wasted no time and
immediately left for Kenya that
month.
Despite three months of learning
Swahili, the native tongue, and of
Peace Corps training of local do's
and don't's of her new culture,
there was still an initial shock.
"It was tough the first three or
four weeks," Swanberg admitted.
"I lived in a house where the walls
were made of mud. We walked to
the river every day for water."
Once situated, Swanberg began
supervising the villagers on how to
construct water catchment tanks
which, as the name implies, catches
rain as it falls from the sky.
"In this area, rain fell a lot,"
she said. "Water from rainfall is
the cleanest they could get, along
with the springs."
In the villages she worked,
Swanberg helped construct 17

water tanks and two spring
protections.
She also said in some ways she
didn't have trouble fitting in.
"They told me I was more African than them," she said with a
giggle. "They couldn't keep time
and I couldn't either."
She said the Kenyans ate different foods and wore different
clothes than Americans, but "you
realize there's no difference in people. They're the same as us."
Mostly through trashy films, the
Kenyans have a distorted stereotype of Americans.
"One of them came up to me
and said, 'So Ann, where's your

Catalog could hawk mountain
goods from knives to jellies
would likely be no fee for inclusion
in the magazine.
If the catalog idea floats, Ross
PIKEVILLE, Ky. — The East said the EKC might install an 800
Kentucky Corp. isn't looking to number to take orders. Or a system
move mountains — just mountain could be developed so customers
could call or write the companies
products.
The EKC, a Hazard-based eco- direct, he said.
nomic development agency, is testRecce said he would like to have
ing the waters for a full-color, at least 40 good products to advermagazine-quality catalog — tenta- tise before going to press with the
tively titled "The Appalachian first edition. He said there would
Kentucky Marketplace."
be practically no limit to the numThe publication would be used to ber and kinds of items that could
hawk consumer products made by appear in the catalog.
small companies in EKC's
"I guess what we're looking for
43-county Appalachian area.
is anything you can send through
"There have been some other the mail with no restrictions."
catalogs, but they've been primari- Reece said. "I'm sure there're a lot
ly in the area of crafts and arts of innovative things out there that I
only." said Ben Ross, EKC's haven't thought of."
director. "In other
Jerome Bellamy, owner of Belswords.
words. they haven't opened it up to
Miniatures & Collectibles
larny's
Corbin
in
company
things like a
that makes beautiful hunting knives in Ashcamp, makes doll house fur... and companies that make other niture and other wooden items. But
he said such non-necessities aren't
products like jams and jellies."
According to the Direct Market- selling well locally because of the
ing Association, about 98 million economy.
Amencans shop by mail order. The
"We haven't had the money to
organization estimates that sales advertise anywhere else," said Belthis year will run between S25 bil- lamy, who runs the business with
lion and $35 billion, double what his wife, Helen. "The magazine
they were a decade ago.
would definitely be a help."
It was the obvious success of the
If starting a new catalog doesn't
mail-order industry that gave EKC appear feasible. Reece said EKC
Chairman Doug Reece the idea for could try to help some of the intera catalog in the first place.
ested•companies gain contacts with
"I got the idea because, quite other mail-order firms. But he said
frankly. I get a multiplicity of cata- he believed the catalog was somelogs in the mail myself," said thing that could open all kinds of
Reece, a London attorney. "It's a doors for artisans or companies in
handy way of shopping."
isolated areas.
To gauge interest in the idea, the
• "I would like to see them roll it
EKC has sent a questionnaire to over into a co-op or something and
judge-executives, chambers of take it on themselves." Reece said.
commerce and mayors throughout "We'd like for all of them to ...
the region. Ross is hoping those take off and have a life of their
officials will send back lists of own.''
companies interested in catering to
a national market.
"One thing we're short on is
market," Reece said. "There're
some quality things coming out of
here."
Sonia Roberts, a research analyst
with EKC, said she's gotten
responses from about a half-dozen
officials. She said she's also
received inquiries from seven or
eight manufacturers — including a
dog food maker — who'd heard
about the project.
"Everyone I've spoken with so
far has been really enthused by the
idea," she said.
Ross said the corporation's
board of directors would have to
authorize production of the catalog.
The quasi-governmental corporaBE A DESIGNATED
tion, a partnership of government
DRIVER
and business, was approved by
1990 General Assembly to help
create jobs and promote economic
development in the region.
Funds to produce the publication
would be solicited from public and
PUBLIC NOTICE
private sources, and Ross said there
By ALLEN G. BREED
Asfeciatocl Prins Writ•br

see
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gun?' They think we are a violent
state," she said, adding that they
think Americans are "super rich,"
own three cars each and go to walls
to get money — the last misconception after seeing automated teller machines in action.
Swanberg isn't finished traveling. She is in the process of applying to a federal program which
would have her again helping out
with water projects, this time on an
Indian reservation in Arizona.
Even though the Kenyans are not
rich, she said, in a lot of ways they
were richer than most .of us.
"I miss every day, she said.
"It's a good life.
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-Check Us Out."

D&W Auto Glass Shop

Remember the 10th
For City Newspaper Carriers
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The 10th of each month is a very important day to your city
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by
the 10th of the month in order to pay their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business men and
women. They buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and
sell them to you at the retail delivery rate. When you don't pay
them by the 10th they have to dig down into their own pockets
to make up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each
month. They depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your
carrier.
So. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid the bother of
monthly collection.

Merrray Ledger & Times

512 S. 12th St., Murray

- TWO DAYS ONLY -

DOT SALE
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY JAN. 1 & 2
OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY 10-6
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THE TICKETED PRICE
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MERCHANDISE IDENTIFIED WITH A YELLOW DOT
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PARTY!
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Celebrate The
Spirit of '92!
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311:

We will be open
til Midnight
New Year's Eve!

Seafood Express
office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone.
759-4080
1-800-222-6161
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Fashion comos to life"
Chestnut Hills • Murray

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5
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Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
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Salon Hours:
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